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ABSTRACT 

The twentieth-century in Western European music was a time of experimentation and the 

role of the viola changed greatly as many new pieces for solo viola were written. Musical trends 

such as Nationalism, Modernism, Neoclassicism, Serialism and Minimalism emerged quickly, 

one after another. Seemingly every kind of compositional strategy and language had been tried at 

least once by the end of the century.  

Importantly for new experiments, composers such as Olivier Messiaen and John Cage had 

found musical sources in Asian music. Influence went both ways and Korean-German composer 

Isang Yun pioneered the combining of Eastern with Western elements in, for example, his Duo 

für Viola und Klavier (Duo for Viola and Piano, 1976), where he created an Eastern sound using 

Western elements. Although this piece is of an advanced level, the study and performance of Duo 

opens the way to understanding Yun’s musical ideas and his more obscure philosophies that join 

East and West. The purpose of this treatise is to propose an interpretation of Yun’s Duo for Viola 

and Piano, in order that players of his work can better understand compositonal methods and 

style in his music, and achieve nuanced performances that reflect the intentions of the composer. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Brief Information about Isang Yun 

When Isang Yun’s mother was pregnant, she had a dream. She saw a dragon flying through 

the sky, but the dragon was suddenly wounded and fell.
1
 A dream about a dragon usually implies 

a great success of the unborn child in Korea. However, the dragon was wounded. A wounded 

dragon was a gloomy foreboding of Isang Yun’s painful future.  

As his mother’s dream predicted, Isang Yun lived a life full of ups and downs. Yun was born 

on September 17, 1917 in the southeast part of South Korea, Duksan-myon, Sanchung-gun, 

Gyeongsangnam-do, and moved to Tongyeong when he was three years old. Tongyeong, where 

Isang Yun grew up, has been designated a treasure city for Korean traditional music. Also, 

Tongyeong was the first place that opened its doors to Western culture and music. There, Yun was 

exposed to various musical events, including Korean traditional musical drama and Western 

organ music from the church. What he saw and experienced at that time influenced Yun’s music 

strongly. 

During its long history,
2
 Korea was invaded numerous times by foreign powers. When 

Isang Yun was born, Korea was under Japanese control. Although the Japanese prohibited 

Koreans from even speaking Korean, the upper class people, called yangban, taught their 

children the traditional ways. Yun’s father, Gihyun Yun, was an educated and renowned poet and 

he sent Isang Yun to a private pre-elementary school when he was five. There Yun learned 

Chinese classic literature and philosophy. He gained his interest in Taoism at this time, which 

later influenced his unique composing style.  

When Isang Yun entered a European-style elementary school at the age of eight, he started to 

learn Western music. Yun began composing at the age of thirteen and he heard one of his pieces 

performed for the first time during the intermission at a silent film theatre. Although Yun 

remained anonymous as a composer, because he was Korean and was an introverted child, the 

thrill of hearing his piece in a public performance motivated him to continue to compose and 

                                                      
1
 Luise Rinser and Isang Yun, The Wounded Dragon: Dialogues of the Life and Works of the Composer (Seoul: 

Rando House), 25. 
2
 According to Richard Rutt’s book, James Scratch Gale and his History of the Korean People, the first father of 

Korea called Dan’gun was marked in the year 2333 BC. 
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study music. Later, Yun recalled this moment and said that when he heard his music played 

publicly, he felt he was truly inspired to start his career as a composer. 

To study Western music, Yun went to Japan and studied composing, theory and cello at the 

Osaka Conservatory. Yun’s life in Japan was painful. As a Korean, he experienced extreme 

poverty and discrimination. Furthermore, it was not different when he went back to Korea. He 

was arrested, imprisoned and tortured by the Japanese just because he wrote songs in Korean. On 

August 15, 1945, Korea was finally liberated from colonial rule and Isang Yun actively 

performed several roles in Korea both during and after the Korean War that broke out on June 25, 

1950.  

Yun was very interested in the Second Viennese School and wanted to learn about atonal and 

twelve-tone technique which he did not learn about in Japan. In 1955, he was awarded the fifth 

Seoul city cultural prize and this enabled him to travel to Europe. First he studied in the 

Conservatoire de Paris and then he moved to Germany the following year. In Germany, Yun 

learned the twelve-tone technique from Josef Rufer, who was a pupil of Arnold Schönberg. When 

Yun participated in the Darmstadt Festival in 1958, he met several musicians from all over the 

world such as Karlheinz Stockhausen, John Cage and Pierre Boulez. The Darmstadt Festival was 

a center of twentieth-century music and it was at this time that composers started to find musical 

sources from various cultures to move beyond serialism. Yun was very impressed by the 

composers’ experimental works and started to establish his own unique composing style 

combining Eastern Asian music with Western music.
3
  

Yun’s life in Europe was quite successful and peaceful until 1967. His two pieces, Musik für 

Sieben Instruments (Music for Seven Instruments, 1959) and Fünf Stücke für Klavier (Five Pieces 

for Piano, 1958), which he composed with the free use of twelve-tone technique, had great 

success. This success enabled Yun to receive several scholarships, commissions and a connection 

with the publisher Bote und Bock/Boosey& Hawkes, which published all of Yun’s works. 

When Yun was in Berlin, he met a man from North Korea and heard that his long time friend 

Choi, who Yun thought was dead, was alive in North Korea. Yun and his wife decided to travel to 

North Korea in 1963 to meet Choi and to see Yun’s favorite wall painting, the Gangseo Gobun 

                                                      
3
 Luise Rinser and Isang Yun, 79. 
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fresco
4
, which depicts the four guardian animal deities that guard each of the four directions. This 

innocent visit to North Korea caused him a lot of trouble. In 1967, Yun was kidnapped in 

Germany by the KCIA (Korean Central Intelligence Agency) and taken to Seoul. He was 

suspected of espionage and became involved in what has been called the “The East Berlin 

Affair.”5
 Yun was at first sentenced to the death penalty, but eventually his sentence was reduced 

to life in prison, then to fifteen years in prison, and then finally to ten years in prison. While he 

was in prison, an appeal for his release led by Igor Stravinsky and Herbert von Karajan was 

presented to the South Korean government. Due to the efforts of the German government and 

approximately 200 artists, including György Ligeti, Karlheinz Stockhausen and Heinz Holliger, 

Yun was released and returned to Germany in 1969.  

While Yun was in prison, despite the torture and death threats, he continued to compose. The 

opera Die Witwe des Schmetterlings (Butterfly Widow, 1968), which he wrote in prison, 

premiered after his release in the spring of 1969 in Nürnberg. It was a great success and the 

performance received thirty-one curtain calls. It looked like the wounded dragon finally found 

rest and peace. However, after he returned to Germany, he was never allowed to return to South 

Korea again, even after his death. That must have been the most painful event for Yun, who loved 

his country. In a dialogue with Luise Rinser, Yun said, “If all of my works are finished, I want to 

go home. I just want to sit on the beach of Tongyeong. That’s it. And when I die, I want to be 

buried there.”6
 

Despite the efforts of Korean musicians, his dream never became true. Although Yun’s 

ardent love toward his country caused him much trouble, Yun remained loyal his entire life. He 

made a pond in the shape of Korea at his house in Berlin and spent hours in front of it when he 

missed home. 

1.2 Significance and Purpose of Study 

The twentieth-century in Western classical music was a time of experimentation and the role 

of the viola changed greatly as many new pieces for solo viola were written. Musical trends such 

                                                      
4
 Gangseo refers to a region in North Korea and gobun means tumulus. Gangseo gobun fresco is a fresco in the 

tumulus of Goguryeo period (B.C.37-A.D.668) 
5
 “The East Berlin Affair” happened on July 8, 1967 and finished on March 31, 1969. It involves 194 people 

including students and artists who lived mostly in Germany. Thirty-four of them were convicted and tortured.  
6
 Luise Rinser and Isang Yun, 223. 
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as Nationalism, Modernism, Neoclassicism, Serialism and Minimalism emerged quickly one after 

another. Seemingly everything had been tried at least once by the end of the century. John Cage 

wrote a piece called 4’33”, that has four minutes and thirty-three seconds of silence and Joan 

Tower symbolized the viola as the color “purple” in her two viola pieces, Simply Purple and 

Purple Rhapsody. Karlheinz Stockhausen wrote pieces with electronic sounds. The ideas of 

silence and noise became rich sources of music composition in the twentieth-century. Could there 

be any “new” material left? Can we still experience something “fresh” in this musical world? 

Composers such as Olivier Messiaen and John Cage found solutions to this problem in Asian 

music, where Messiaen found musical sources and inspirations from Indian traditional music, and 

Cage turned to Chinese musical literature. 

Other Westerners have taken inspiration from Eastern music, but is there an equivalent trend 

for Eastern composers? In Asia, Western classical music early on became a part of their daily 

lives and many Asian players achieved great success in the Western music world. Some players 

are very well-known in the West, but few composers have been recognized. One, the Korean-

German composer, Isang Yun had an extraordinary career as a musician in Europe, especially in 

Germany. His music has received significant attention, for instance, in a number of books that 

have been written on his life and work, and, in 1995 by Saarbrücken Broadcasting Company in 

Germany, his name was one of thirty “most important composers” in the last one hundred years. 

Freie Akademie der Künste Hamburg awarded him “the Plakat” prize, and the Goethe Institute in 

Weimar presented him with the Goethe Medal. When Yun died on November 3, 1995 in Berlin, 

he was buried in a “grave of honor” there. Yun wrote 150 works including operas, oratorios, 

orchestral pieces, concertos, chamber music, solo instrumental pieces and vocal pieces. His two 

pieces for viola are Contemplation für zwei Violen (Contemplation for 2 Violas, 1988) and Duo 

Duo for Viola and Piano. Duo for Viola and Piano is a significant addition to the solo viola 

repertoire. It was premiered in Rome, Italy on May 3, 1977 by violist Ulrich Wrochem and 

pianist Johann G. Wrochem.
7
 In 2005, Duo for Viola and Piano became a part of the required 

repertoire for finalists in the Geneva International Music Competition, one of the most 

prestigious competitions in the world.
8
 

                                                      
7
 Sungman Choi and Eunmi Hong, Collection of Books About Literature and Art by Hangil Publication Inc., Vol. 

4, “Isang Yun’s Music World” (Seoul: Hangil Publication Inc., 1991), 594. 
8
 Concours international d'exécution musicale de Genève (The Geneva International Music Competition), 
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A violist with advanced technique might not be able to simply open the score and play Duo 

for Viola and Piano. Although Yun said he had changed his attitude toward performers and began 

composing music without such difficulties after the rehearsal of Colloïdes sonores für 

Streichorchester (Colloïdes sonores for String Orchestra, 1961),
9
 Duo for Viola and Piano still 

requires the highest technique level of the player. Moreover, understanding the more obscure 

intentions of the composer is essential to fully understand the piece.  

A glance at the score, or in listening to a recording of Duo for Viola and Piano, might reveal 

simply another typical twntieth-century Western piece: in Western musical notation, using 

Western technique (twelve-tone technique), and played on Western instruments. These are the 

visible elements of this piece. However, the role of the player is to bring to life even the 

composer’s invisible intentions. In Korea they say, “You can only see as much as you know.” If 

one knows nothing about Yun or his music, one sees and hears only the visible Western elements 

of Duo for Viola and Piano. However, if we understand what Yun saw, heard and experienced in 

his life, we begin to understand the invisible Eastern elements as well. 

There is no “right” way to interpret music; however, a performance might easily become 

monotonous if the player merely delivered the indicated notations on the page. Thus an 

interpretation relies on the capacities of the player. The purpose of this treatise is to propose one 

such interpretation of Yun’s Duo for Viola and Piano, one of the many ways to understand his 

music, in order to achieve a more nuanced performance, one closer to the intentions of the 

composer. 

Two essential elements need to be understood for a successful performance of Duo for Viola 

and Piano. First, it is important to understand Taoism, which shows its influence on much of 

Yun’s music. For East Asian people, Taoism is not a religion, but as “Tao” means “way,” is 

thought of as a “way of life.” Taoism is a balance of two opposite energies, yin and yang, 

                                                                                                                                                                            

founded in 1939, is a music competition (the first international competition) held in the Geneva Conservatory for a 

wide variety of instruments, voice, conducting, and chamber music.  
9
 Jiyeon Byeon, “The Wounded Dragon: An Annotated Translation of: Der verwundete Drache, the Biography of 

composer Isang Yun by Luise Rinser and Isang Yun.” (Ph.D. dissertation, Kent State University, 2003), 128.  

“When I came to the rehearsal of my piece, nobody from the orchestra was there. I was in the auditorium and 

waited. Finally the musicians came. They did not see me, and they insulted the pieces above all mine. I heard them 

saying: Yun’s piece is simply trash, which belongs in the dustbin…. Then the cellist said that one simply cannot play 

these glissandi pizzicati; it is absolutely impossible technique. Then I stood up and said, I can show the gentleman 

that it is surely possible. I came up to the stage, and asked one of the cellists to lend me his instrument. He was 

reluctant, as he said, to place that expensive instrument into my hands. The one next to him gave me his to me, and I 

sat and played. I showed that it is quite possible to play glissandi pizzicati.” 
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meaning “shadow” and “light,” and symbolizes two opposite energies: bright and dark, male and 

female, positive and negative, weak and strong, and good and evil. In Taoism, these opposing 

energies always coexist in the universe. In an interview with Luise Rinser, Yun stated, “I was in 

prison but I was not imprisoned. That is true. And sometimes I was actually happy. Music was 

always around me, a music, which was in me, but also around me.”10
 Taoism not only existed in 

his music, but also made Yun stronger even under threat of death in prison. Yun also remarked 

that, “Two opposite elements, yin and yang are harmonized in my music. They are not 

independent and they support each other while they are moving together.”11
  

Secondly, to perform Duo close to the composer’s intention, it is essential to understand the 

actual sounds Yun wanted to express through the viola. These sounds are derived from Korean 

traditional music; Yun heard, experienced, and was influenced by the colors of Korean traditional 

instruments and their techniques. He sought to imitate and express these through Western 

instruments.  

Since much research has been completed on Yun’s music that focused on Taoism,
12

 this 

treatise will concentrate on introducing traditional Korean music and instruments, in order for 

players to understand and create the sounds Yun intended.  

The most effective way of understanding foreign culture is by experiencing it. Thus as many 

musical examples as possible are included, rather than relying on written explanations of Korean 

traditional music. Since Korean traditional music uses its own notation system, some examples 

have been transcribed.
13

 Also, most Korean traditional music is anonymous, as Yun mentions,
14

 

and no exact account of the music exists, as it is orally transmitted. Thus, many of the musical 

examples included in this treatise cannot be in their original form.  

                                                      
10

 Luise Rinser and Isang Yun, 176. 
11

 Ibid. 
12

 There is a dissertation written about Isang Yun’s Duo for Viola and Piano by Junghyun Kim at the University 

of Arizona. It contains the idea of Taoism and the twelve-tone technique of Duo for viola and Piano so I will not 

repeat those in this treatise. 
13

 The entire musical examples of this treatise except the excerpts from the Duo for Viola and Piano are printed 

by the author. 
14

 Jiyeon Byeon, 24.  

“My music is not only mine. My music is composed by the great power of the cosmos which is invisible energy. 
In the cosmos, there is always a stream of music. When I compose a work, I just produce this music of the cosmos 

through my sensitive ear. Traditionally, Far Eastern musicians do not show their names on their work. It comes from 

the philosophy that musical works are not their own.”  
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Chapter 2 focuses on traditional Korean string instruments, as Yun bases Duo for Viola and 

Piano on these sounds. For a better understanding of Duo for Viola and Piano, more detailed 

information on the haegeum, which has a similar sound to the viola, is provided at the end of 

Chapter 2. Many other instruments are, of course, used in Korea's traditional music, and detailed 

information about those can be found in the Appendix.   
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CHAPTER 2 

KOREAN TRADITIONAL INSTRUMENTS 

2.1 Classification of Korean Traditional Instruments 

Traditional Korean instruments can be categorized into four schemes: 1) Classification 

according to Akhakgwebeom; 2) Classification according to paleum; 3) Classification according 

to principle of sound; and 4) Classification according to playing method. 

First, the Akhakgwebeom (or Illustrated Text on Traditional Music) introduces sixty-seven 

traditional Korean instruments by order of abu instruments, dangbu instruments and hyangbu 

instruments.
15

 Abu instruments are used in performing aak (a genre of traditional Korean court 

music that originated in China), dangbu instruments in dangak (a genre of traditional Korean 

court music that originated during the Dang Dynasty) and hyangbu instruments in hyangak 

(indigenous Korean court music).
16

 

 

Table 2.1. Classification of instruments according to Akhakgwebeom.
17

 

Abu Teukjong, Teukgyeong, Pyeonjong, Pyeongyeong, Geongo, Sakgo, Eunggo, 

Noego, Yeonggo, Nogo, Noedo, Yeongdo, Nodo, Do, Jeolgo, Jingo, Chuk, Eoh, 

Gwan, Yak, Hwa, Saeng, Wu, So, Jeok, Bu, Hun, Ji, Seul, Geum, Duk, Jeong, Whi, 

Jochok, Soon, Tak (濁), Yo, Tak (鐸), Eung, Ah, Sang, Dok, Jeok (翟), Gan, 

Cheok 

Dangbu Banghyang, Bak, Gyobanggo, Wolgeum, Janggu, Dangbipa, Haegeum, 

Daejaeng, Ajaeng, Dangjeok, Dangpiri, Tungso, Taepyeongso 

Hyangbu Geomungo, Hyangbipa, Gayageum, Daegeum, Junggeum, Sogeum, Sogwanja, 

Chojeok, Hyangpiri 

 

Next, according to the Jeungbomunheonbigo (a compilation of documents and notes of 

Korean cultures), Korean traditional instruments are classified using an eight-fold system called 

paleum (literally, “eight sounds”) and this compilation refers to the different materials used for 

traditional Korean instruments: metal, stone, silk, bamboo, gourd, clay, leather and wood.
18

 

                                                      
15

 Tae-ryong Sohn, Korean Traditional Instruments (Gyeongsan: Yeungnam University, 2007), 52-53. 
16

 More detailed description and classification of aak, dangak, and hyangak can be found on p.69-70. 
17

 Seong-cheon Lee et al., Introduction to Korean Traditional Music (Seoul: Poong Nam, 2009), 204. 
18

 The concept of paleum is based on the Confucian idea that the universe will be at peace when its substances 

are in harmony. More detailed description and examples will be discussed further in this treatise. 
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Table 2.2. Classification of instruments according to paleum.
19

 

Metal (Geumbu) Pyeonjong, Teukjong, Sun, Yo, Tak, Banghyang, Hyangbal, Dongbal, Jing, 

Nabal, Kkewaenggwari, Yanggeum 

Stone (Seokbu) Pyeongyeong, Teukgyeong 

Silk (Sabu) Geum, Seul, Geomungo, Gayageum, Wolgeum, Haegeum, Ajaeng, 

Daejaeng, Dangbipa, Hyangbipa  

Bamboo (Jukbu) So, Yak, Gwan, Jeok, Ji, Daegeum, Junggeum, Sogeum, Dangjeok, Piri, 

Tungso, Taepyeongso 

Gourd (Pobu) Saeng, Wu, Hwa, Saenghwang  

Clay (Tobu) Hun, Bu, Sang, Togo 

Leather (Hyeokbu) Jingo, Noego, Yeonggo, Nogo, Noedo, Yeongdo, Nodo, Geongo, Sakgo, 

Eunggo, Jeolgo, Daego, Sogo, Gyobanggo, Janggu 

Wood (Mokbu) Bu, Chook, Ji, Eoh, Jin, Eung, Ah, Dok, Geo, Sun, Sunga, Suwu 

 

 

 

Lastly, the two schemes by principle of sound and by playing method follow the 

classification system for Western instruments developed by Erich von Hornbostel and Curt 

Sachs.
20

 

 

 

 

Table 2.3. Classification of instruments according to principle of sound.
21

 

Chordophones Gayageum, Geomungo, Ajaeng, Yanggeum, Haegeum, Geum, Seul, 

Daejaeng, Dangbipa, Hyangbipa, Wolgeum, Sugonghu, Wagonghu 

Aerophones Daegeum, Junggeum, Sogeum, Dangjeok, Danso, Tungso, Hyangpiri, Sepiri, 

Dangpiri, Taepyeongso, Nabal, Nagak, Hoo, Ji, Yak, Jeok, So 

Idiophones Pyeonjong, Pyeongyeong, Jing, Kkwenggwari, Jabara, Bak, Teukjong, 

Teukgyeong, Banghyang, Chuk, Eoh, Bu, Woonra 

Membranophones Janggu, Jwago, Yonggo, Gyobanggo, Sogo, Jeolgo, Jungo, Nogo, Nodo, 

Galgo, Eunggo, Noedo, Yeonggo 

 

 

 

                                                      
19

 Tae-ryong Sohn, 53. 
20

 Erich von Hornbostel and Curt Sachs devised the Hornbostel-Sachs (or Sachs-Hornbostel) system of musical 

instrument classification that is used to classify Western musical instruments. 
21

 Seong-cheon Lee et al., 205. 
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Table 2.4. Classification of instruments according to playing method.
22

 

Wind Chojeok, Danso, Dangjeok, Geum, Gwan, Hun, Jeok, Ji, Nabal, Nagak, Piri, 

Saengwang, So, Sogwanja, Taepyeongso, Tungso, Yak 

String Ajaeng, Daejaeng, Dangbipa, Haegeum, Gayageum, Geomungo, Geum, Gonghu, 

Hyangbipa, Seul, Wolgeum, Yanggeum 

Percussion Banghyang, Bak, Bu, Buk, Chuk, Do, Eoh, Eunggo, Galgo, Geongo, Gyobanggo, 

Jabara, Janggu, Jeolgo, Jingo, Jing, Junggo, Nodo, Nogo, Noedo, Noego, 

Pyeongyeong, Pyeonjong, Sakgo, Sogo, Teukgyeong, Teukjong, Wunra, Yonggo, 

Yeonggo, Yeongdo 

Others Duk, Jeong, Whi, Jochok, Soon, Tak, Yo, Tak, Eung, Ah, Sang, Dok, Jeok, Yak, Gan, 

Cheok 

 

 

2.2 Traditional Korean String Instruments 

Traditional Korean string instruments can be divided into plucked, struck, or bowed 

instruments. Among the twelve traditional string instruments, nine are plucked, one struck and 

two bowed. 

2.2.1 Plucked String Instruments 

Traditional Korean plucked string instruments are played by pulling and releasing the strings 

with the fingers, suldae (pick), or gajogak (a piece of wood).
23

 The nine plucked string 

instruments are gayageum, geomungo, hyangbipa, dangbipa, wolgeum, daejaeng, geum, seul and 

gonghu. The most commonly used plucked string instruments are the gayageum and the 

geomungo. 

2.2.1.1 Gayageum 

There are various ways of naming Korean traditional instruments. First, they might be 

named according to their timbre, such as kkangkkangi (haegeum).
24

 Or, the instrument name 

might indicate the materials it is made of, for instance, the pyeonjong, pyeongyeong, or the 

                                                      
22

 Tae-ryong Sohn, 55. 
23

 Suldae is a pick made of bamboo and used to play geomungo. Gajogak is a piece of wood that is used to play 

dangbipa. It looks like a thimble. 
24

 The word “kkangkkang” is onomatopoeia. It refers to a “yipping” sound. Because haegeum sometimes sounds 

like “yipping,” it is called kkangkkangi.  
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nagak.
25

 From the name chilhyeongeum (seven-string zither), it can be supposed that this 

instrument has seven strings. Or, the name of the instrument describes its appearance, as in the 

wolgeum (moon zither). Most often, names of instruments follow the regions where they are 

made, such as the gayageum, dangjeok, hojeok and yanggeum, which are explained below. 

The name gayageum is derived from the Gaya confederacy, a group of small countries in the 

Nakdong River basin of southern Korea. The instrument was originally called gayago, but later 

changed to gayageum. According to the Samguksagi,
26

 the gayageum was developed by King 

Gasil
27

 of Gaya after observing the old instruments seul and jaeng
28

 of the Dang Dynasty (618-

907). When the Gaya confederacy declined, Wooreuk (a court musician of the Gaya, dates are 

unknown) brought gayageum to the Silla Dynasty
29

 during the reign of King Jinheung (534-576) 

and improved on its structure and sound.
30

 

Of the two kinds of gayageum, one is the jeongak
31

 gayageum (also called pungryu 

gayageum or beopgeum) which is played for accompaniment of court music. The wide spacing 

between the strings of the jeongak gayageum relies on slower tempo repertoire such as the 

yeongsanhoesang, cheonnyeonmanse and boheosa.
32

  

The tuning of jeongak gayageum is different for the pyeongjo, gyemyeonjo and the woojo.
33

 

 

 

Example 2.1. Gayageum tuning. 

 

 

                                                      
25

 The pyeonjong is made of iron (“jong” means iron) and pyeongyeong of stone (“gyeong” means stone). The 
nagak is made of shell; “na” means shell. 

26
 Samguksagi is a history book of Goguryeo (B.C.37-A.D.668), Baekje (B.C.18-A.D.660), and Silla (B.C.57-

A.D.935), the Three Kingdoms of Korea. 
27

 The dates of King Gasil are unknown. 
28

 The information of seul and jaeng can be found on p.19-21 of this treatise. 
29

 Silla Dynasty (B.C.57-A.D.935) was one of the Three Kingdoms of Korea. 
30

 Encyclopedia of Doosan, s.v. “Gayageum,” accessed March10, 2014, 

http://doopedia.co.kr/. 
31

 Jeongak is traditional Korean court music.  
32

 Yeongsanhoesang, cheonnyeonmanse, and boheosa are the repertoire of jeongak. 
33

 Pyeongjo, gyemyeonjo, and woojo are modes of Korean traditional music. Pyeongjo is similar to “major” of 

Western music, and gyemyeonjo is similar to “minor” of Western music. The detailed information of these can be 

found on p.65-66 of this treatise.  
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Example 2.1. – continued. 

 

 

 

 

The body of jeongak gayageum is made of a single piece of paulownia wood. Its twelve 

strings are made of twisted silk and supported by twelve movable bridges called anjok.
34

 The 

ends of the strings are held by the end of gayageum, called the yangidu.
35

 The jeongak gayageum 

has a convex upper side and forms a rectangle about 64 inches long and 14 inches wide. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1. Jeongak gayageum.
36

 

 

 

The other gayageum is the sanjo
37

 gayageum, slightly smaller than the jeongak gayageum, 

at about 59 inches long and 9 inches wide. The soundboard of the sanjo gayageum is also made 

                                                      
34

 Anjok literally means “goose foot.” It was named because the shape of the bridge looks like a goose foot. 
35

 Yangidu literally means “sheep’s ears” and is named so because the head of jeongak gayageum looks like the 

ears of sheep. 
36

 Permission to use the images of Korean traditional instruments are granted by 포그니 (covia) who designed 

and owned the images. 
37

 Sanjo is instrumental Korean folk music. Detailed information on sanjo can be found on p.95-97 of this 

treatise. 
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of paulownia, but the sides and back are made of chestnut. The yangidu (literally, “sheep’s ears,” 

tailpiece) of the jeongak gayageum is replaced by a bongmi (literally, “bird tail”). The strings of 

the sanjo gayageum are spaced closer and are of shorter length than those of the jeongak 

gayageum, in order to play faster passages required for sanjo (solo instrumental Korean folk 

music) and sinawi (instrumental Korean folk music based on shamanism).
38

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.2. Sanjo gayageum. 

 

 

 

While jeongak gayageum has three kinds of tuning systems according to the different modes, 

sanjo gayageum has only one tuning (because sanjo gayageum is played only for folk music, 

modes of jeongak (court music) are not used). 

 

 

 

Example 2.2. Sanjo gayageum tuning. 

 

 

                                                      
38

 Detailed information of sanjo and sinawi can be found on p.95-97 of this treatise.  
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The player of the gayageum is seated on the floor. One side of the gayageum (head) is 

placed on the right knee while the other (tail) rests on the floor. The right hand plucks or strums 

the strings using the thumb and first three fingers; the left fingers press or pull the strings in order 

to raise the pitch. 

 

 

 
Figure 2.3. Left-hand position of gayageum (in Akhakgwebeom).

39
 

 

 

2.2.1.2 Geomungo 

According to the Samguksagi (a history book of the Three Kingdoms of Korea), the 

geomungo was developed in the Goguryo period (B.C.37-A.D.668) by Wangsanak,
40

 and was 

based on the chilhyeongeum (seven-string zither) of the Jin Dynasty (B.C.221-206). Geomungo 

literally means “black zither” and its original name was hyeonhakgeum. The name hyeonhakgeum 

is derived from the following story. When Wangsanak composed a hundred pieces for geomungo 

and played them, a black crane flew in to him and danced, thus Wangsanak named the instrument 

as hyeonhakgeum, meaning “black crane zither.” Later, the hyeonhakgeum was shortened to 

hyeongeum (black zither), which translates to geomungo (black zither) in Korean.
41

 

The body of the geomungo is approximately 64 inches long and 9 inches wide. The front 

                                                      
39

 Tae-ryong Sohn, 162. 
40

 Wangsanak was a geomungo maker and player in Goguryeo period (B.C.37- A.D.668). The dates of 

Wangsanak are unknown. 
41

 Encyclopedia of Korean Culture, s.v. “Geomungo,” accessed March 09, 2013, 
http://encykorea.aks.ac.kr/. 
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board is made of paulownia wood and is attached to the back board, made of chestnut. Sixteen 

convex frets called gwae are placed on the front of the body. Geomungo has six strings made of 

twisted silk; the second, third and fourth strings are placed on the frets while the remaining three 

are stretched across the bridges. The strings are plucked with a pick called a suldae, made from a 

bamboo stick about eight inches long. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4. Geomungo. 

 

 

The geomungo is played while seated on the floor with the right foot placed under the left. 

The suldae (pick) is held between the index and middle fingers of the right hand and the player 

plucks the strings in various ways. 

 

 

 
Figure 2.5. Hand position of geomungo (in Akhakgwebeom).

42
 

                                                      
42

 Tae-ryong Sohn, 154. 
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The Geomungo has the widest sound range among traditional Korean instruments. The pitch 

range of geomungo is three octaves for both jeongak (court music) and sanjo (folk music). 

 

 

Example 2.3. Pitch range of geomungo. 

 

 

 

 

 

Each of the six strings of geomungo has a name. The first string is munhyeon, the second 

(the most often used) string is yuhyeon, the third (the thickest) string is daehyeon, the fourth 

(above the gwae) is gwaesangcheong, the fifth (below the gwae) is gwaehacheong and the sixth 

is muhyeon. The tuning of geomungo is done in the following order; gwaehacheong, 

gwaesangcheong, yuhyeon, daehyeon, munhyeon and muhyeon. Gwaehacheong is tuned B-flat 

and gwaesangcheong is tuned the same as gwaehacheong. Muhyeon is tuned an octave below the 

gwaehacheong. 

 

 

Example 2.4. Geomungo tuning. 

 

 

 

2.2.1.3 Hyangbipa 

Along with the gayageum and geomungo, the hyangbipa is one of three string instruments 

(Silla Samhyeon) of the Silla Dynasty (B.C.57-A.D.935). Since the hyangbipa has a straight neck, 

it is also called the jikgyeongbipa (straight-neck bipa). The hyangbipa has a circular-shaped 

resonator and five strings made of twisted silk. The front board of the hyangbipa is made of 
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paulownia, and the back board of chestnut. Until the early Joseon period (1392-1910),
43

 

hyangbipa was used to accompany songs and dances. However, since the King Seongjong (1457-

1494) period, it has hardly been played because of its difficult technique.
44

 The hyangbipa can 

be plucked with fingers or strummed with the suldae (pick). 

 

 

 
Figure 2.6. Holding position of suldae for hyangbipa (in Akhakgwebeom).

45
 

 

 

2.2.1.4 Dangbipa 

The dangbipa was imported from the Dang Dynasty (618-907) and is also called the 

gokgyeong bipa (or curved-neck bipa) because of its shape. The dangbipa has four strings made 

of twisted silk and twelve gwae (frets), and was only used for dangak (Korean court music 

originating from the Dang Dynasty) during the Goryeo period (B.C.37-A.D.668), but from the 

Joseon period (1470-1494) its use in hyangak (indigenous Korean court music) grew as well. A 

wooden stick (balmok) was used to play the dangak, while bare or thimble-encased fingers made 

of wood (gajogak) were used for the hyangak.
46

 The use of the gwae (fret) was different for the 

dangak and hyangak. For dangak, only first, second, third and fourth gwae are used. For the 

                                                      
43

 Joseon was established by Taejo Yi, Seong-gye in 1392 and lasted for 518 years. 
44

 Tae-ryong Sohn, 175. 
45

 Ibid., 176. 
46

 Encyclopedia of Korean Culture, s.v. “Dangbipa,” accessed March 09, 2013, 
http://encykorea.aks.ac.kr/. 
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hyangak the twelfth gwae is not used. The dangbipa was once played as a basic instrument for 

learning music. During the King Sejong (1397-1450) and the King Seongjong (1457-1494) 

period, when court musicians were selected for the country, dangbipa playing determined 

winners of the contest, but more recently the instrument has fallen out of use.
47

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.7. Hyangbipa and dangbipa. 

 

 

2.2.1.5 Wolgeum 

Wolgeum literally means “moon zither” and is also called wanham,
48

 jinbipa
49

 or jinhansa. 

The wolgeum has a moon-shaped wooden body, four strings and thirteen gwae (frets). The shape 

of the wolgeum is similar to the banjo with its long neck and circular body. According to the 

                                                      
47

 Tae-ryong Sohn, 180. 
48

 Wanham is the name of the person who made and played the wolgeum.  
49

 Wolgeum is also called jinbipa because Wanham, who made the instrument, was from the Jin Dynasty. 
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Akhakgwebeom (or Illustrated Text on Traditional Music), the wolgeum was used only in hyangak. 

Wolgeum was used as the solo instrument or to accompany dances in the Goguryeo period, but 

was replaced by hyangbipa and dangbipa.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.8. Wolgeum. 

 

 

2.2.1.6 Daejaeng 

The daejaeng has fifteen strings made of twisted silk, supported by the anjok (bridge) on the 

soundboard. The daejaeng is made of the same materials as the geomungo and was used only for 

dangak (Korean court music originating from the Dang Dynasty) from the Goryeo (B.C.37-

A.D.668), to the early Joseon (1470-1494) period.
50

 The playing technique and shape of 

daejaeng is similar to the gayageum but it is slightly larger and has a majestic sound. Daejaeng 

has a relatively broad sound range. 

                                                      
50

 Tae-ryong Sohn, 166. 
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Example 2.5. Daejaeng tuning. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.9. Daejaeng. 

 

 

 

 

2.2.1.7 Geum 

The geum of either one, three, five, seven, or nine strings was imported during the Song 

Dynasty (960-1279), but the only surviving geum is made with seven strings, and thus called the 

chilhyeongeum (seven-string zither).
51

 The chilhyeongeum is also called whigeum because of its 

whi (positioning mark for fingering) instead of the usual anjok (bridge). There are thirteen whi on 

the fingerboard, all made of mother-of-pearl. Although the instrument exists, the playing method 

of the geum did not survive.
52

 Like most other zithers, the geum is made of paulownia and 

chestnut. 

                                                      
51

 Ibid., 170. 
52

 Encyclopedia of Korean Culture, s.v. “Geum,” accessed March 09, 2013, 
http://encykorea.aks.ac.kr/. 
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Figure 2.10. Geum. 

 

 

2.2.1.8 Seul 

The seul is the largest among traditional Korean zithers. It has twenty-five strings, the 

thirteenth of which is dyed a scarlet color, called the yunhyeon (leap string), and is not played. 

The twelve strings above the yunhyeon are played with the index finger and the remaining twelve 

below the yunhyeon are played with the left index finger to create an octave. The upper body of 

the seul is painted with cranes and clouds and both ends of the instrument are decorated with silk. 

 

 

 
Figure 2.11. Seul. 

 

 

 

Example 2.6. Seul pitch range. 
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2.2.1.9 Gonghu 

The gonghu is a generic term for the harp and is categorized into four types: sugonghu 

(vertical gonghu), wagonghu (horizontal gonghu), sogonghu (small gonghu) and daegonghu (big 

gonghu), according to shape. The sugonghu has twenty-one strings vertically connected to the 

soundboard. It was used in the Goguryeo period (B.C.37-A.D.668), but has fallen from use since 

then.
53

 The wagonghu has thirteen strings and a curved neck. It is also called bongsugonghu 

(phoenix-head gonghu) because its curved neck resembles a phoenix. According to the Suseo (a 

history book of the Su Dynasty), the sogonghu and daegonghu were used for Baekje
54

 music. 

However, they are no longer used and only their appearance is known today. The sogonghu is the 

smallest gonghu, with thirteen strings. The body of the sogonghu is bent vertically and the 

resonator (soundboard) is made of red sandalwood or zelkova. The daegonghu has a similar 

shape as the sogonghu but is bigger, with twenty-three strings. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.12. Gonghu. 

                                                      
53

 Tae-ryong Sohn, 184. 
54

 Baekje (B.C.18-A.D.660) was one of the Three Kingdoms of Korea (with Goguryeo and Silla) located in 

southwest Korea. 
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2.2.2 Struck String Instruments 

2.2.2.1 Yanggeum 

Yanggeum literally means “Western instrument.” As its name implies, the yanggeum was 

imported from Europe and has had various names, such as psaltery, hackbrett, tympanon, 

cimbalom, dulce melos, santur and yanquin, but it is primarily known as the dulcimer.
55

 The 

yanggeum was first introduced to Korea during the Myeong Dynasty (1368-1644).
56

 It has fifty-

six metal strings, four strings for each of the fourteen parts, which make clear metallic sounds. 

The yanggeum is played by striking the metal strings with a bamboo stick. The sound of the 

yanggeum is bright, but it cannot make trilling sounds; thus, it was not played as a solo 

instrument as was the geomungo and gayageum, but instead was only used for chamber music. 

Since traditional Korean music is simple with no chords, one hammer is usually used in Korean-

style playing while two are used in China.
57

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.13. Yanggeum. 

 
 

Example 2.7. Yanggeum pitch range. 

 

                                                      
55

 Tae-ryong Sohn, 187-188. 
56

 Encyclopedia of Korean Culture, s.v. “Yanggeum,” accessed December 09, 2013, 

http://encykorea.aks.ac.kr/. 
57

 Tae-ryong Sohn, 193. 
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2.2.3 Bowed String Instruments 

Similar to Western string instruments, traditional Korean bowed instruments are played by 

rubbing a bow across the strings. The two bowed string instruments are the ajaeng and the 

haegeum. 

2.2.3.1 Ajaeng 

There are also two kinds of ajaeng. Jeongak ajaeng is the original version of ajaeng and 

was used for court music. The body of the jeongak ajaeng is about 62 inches long and 10 inches 

wide. The front side of the ajaeng’s body is made of paulownia wood and the back side of 

chestnut. The bow of the ajaeng is about 20 inches long and made of the husk of forsythia trees 

that have been hardened with a coat of resin. The ajaeng has seven strings made of twisted silk 

and supported by anjok (bridge). 

 

 

 

Figure 2.14. Jeongak ajaeng. 

 

 

 

The sound range of the jeongak ajaeng is the lowest among traditional Korean string 

instruments. In the Goryeo period (B.C.37-A.D.668), the ajaeng was used only for dangak 

(Korean court music originating from the Dang Dynasty) but, since the King Seongjeong (1457-
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1494) of the Joseon period (1392-1910), it has been used for both dangak and hyangak 

(indigenous Korean court music).
58

 

Ajaeng has the smallest pitch range. 

 

 

Example 2.8. Ajaeng pitch range. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example 2.9. Jeongak ajaeng tuning. 

 

 

 

 

 

The other ajaeng instrument, sanjo ajaeng, is smaller than the jeongak ajaeng and used for 

folk music, such as sanjo (solo instrumental), sinawi (improvised instrumental music based on 

shamanism), minyo (folk song) and for shaman ensembles. The sanjo ajaeng is about 47 inches 

long with eight or nine strings. The chosang, which supports the instrument, became simpler for 

easier portability. Sanjo ajaeng produces a relatively lighter and more melancholy sound. The 

pitch range of sanjo ajaeng is the same as the sanjo gayageum.  

 

                                                      
58

 Encyclopedia of Hangyeore Music, s.v. “Ajaeng,” accessed March 09, 2013, 

http://terms.naver.com/. 
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Example 2.10. Sanjo ajaeng tuning. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.15. Sanjo ajaeng. 

 

 

 

The ajaeng is played while seated on the floor, as are most Korean traditional string 

instruments. However, unlike gayageum and geomungo, the ajaeng is placed on a rack, or stand, 

called a chosang, in order to avoid direct contact of the soundboard with the floor. The sound of 

the ajaeng is produced by bowing the strings. The bow is made of a wooden stick, and makes a 

fat, strong sound. Some contemporary players use a horse-hair bow (rather than a stick) to 

produce a smoother sound. The low tones of the ajaeng are similar to those of a cello but more 

raspy.
59

 Because of its deep tone, the ajaeng is usually used to reinforce the bass instruments in 

the court orchestra.
60

 

                                                      
59

 A raspy sound is one of the main characteristics of traditional Korean instruments. Similarly, “Takseong (a 

thick, hoarse voice)” is required for Korean traditional singers, and obtained through extended, difficult training. 
60

 Tae-ryong Sohn, 135. 
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2.2.3.2 Haegeum 

History 

The haeguem, also known as the kkangkkangi or aenggeum, is one of two bowed string 

instruments in Korea. Although no exact records tell us when the haegeum was first introduced in 

Korea, some records show the origin of the name as first found in the Suseo
61

 and Sindangseo.
62

 

According to the records of these, the haegeum belonged to the Hae tribe, who lived during the 

6th century in Manchuria, and hence its name was derived.
63

 The Hae tribe is a sub-tribe of the 

Ho tribe (Uighur of Turkey), so the haegeum is called hogeum in China.
64

 Another reference to 

the haegeum is found in the lyrics of Hanlimbyelgok, popular tunes of the Goryo period (918-

1392). According to the Hanlimbyelgok, the haegeum was played with junggeum (medium-sized 

bamboo transverse flute), gayageum, geomungo, bipa and janggu (hourglass-shaped drum) in the 

late Goryo period.  

The haegeum is one of the most widely used Korean traditional instruments. Since the 

Joseon Dynasty (1392-1910), it was used extensively for jeongak (Korean court music), such as 

the majestic ceremony of court music, as well as for folk music. The haegeum became very 

popular in the twentieth-century and its use has increased until this day. Especially for a genre 

like sanjo (solo instrumental Korean folk music), the haegeum has established a repertoire as a 

solo instrument. 

Characteristics 

Haegeum can be categorized as dangbu (according to Akhakgwebeom), sabu (made of silk; 

according to paleum), chordophone (according to principle of sound) and a string instrument 

(according to playing method). However, haegeum can be also regarded as a jukbu (made of 

bamboo), and a wind instrument.
65

 Because the haegeum is played with a bow, it can sustain the 

sound unlike the plucked string instruments and wind instruments, whose players must pause for 

breath. Thus, haegeum often plays the main melody in both wind and string ensembles to fill 
                                                      

61
 Suseo is a history book of the Su Dynasty. 

62
 Sindangseo is a book written about the Dang Dynasty. 

63
 Chung-yeon Yoo, Korean Haegeum: A Practical Guide, trans. Hee-sun Kim (Seoul:Minsokwon, 2011), 15. 

64
 Encyclopedia of Hangyeore Music, s.v. “Haegeum,” accessed March 09, 2013, 

http://terms.naver.com/.. 
65

 Tae-ryong Sohn, 144. 
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gaps in sound. The sound range of the haegeum alternates from sorrowful and sentimental to 

cheerful or humorous, which is similar to the viola of Western musical instruments. It has two 

strings tuned nearly a perfect fifth apart. Although higher or lower pitches can be made when 

necessary, the pitch range commonly used is as follows. 

 

 

 

Example 2.11. Haegeum pitch range. 

 

 

 

 

Example 2.12. Fingering of hwang position.
66

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Example 2.13. Fingering of jung position.
67

 

 

 
  

                                                      
66

 Hwang position is similar to the first position of the violin family. Fingering in parenthesis indicates to pull the 

string to change the pitch. 
67

 Jung position is similar to the third position of the violin family.  
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Structure 

As stated in Chapter 2, a paleum (eight materials) is essential for making Korean traditional 

instruments. The haegeum is the only instrument made from all eight kinds of material.
68

 It 

consists of ten parts; gongmyeongtong (soundbox), a bokpan (soundboard), an ipjuk (neck), jua 

(tuning pegs), hyeon (strings), a hwal (bow), a gamjabi (plate), a jucheol (metal spike), a wonsan 

(bridge) and a sanseong (nut string). 

 

 

 

Table 2.5. Paleum of haegeum. 

Metal (Gold) Gamjabi (plate) 

Jucheol (metal spike) 

Stone (Jade) Ipjuk (neck) 

Silk Strings 

Bamboo Ipjuk (neck) 

Gongmyeongtong (soundbox) 

Bow 

Gourd Wonsan (bridge) 

Earth (Clay) The layer of clay pasted inside the sound box 

Skin (Leather) Bow handle 

Wood Central board 

 

 

 

The gongmyeongtong (soundbox) of the haegeum is made of three to five inches of bamboo 

root with a hole inside. The ipjuk (neck) is made from a bamboo stem, placed inside the 

gongmyeongtong (soundbox), and fastened with jucheol (metal spike) fixed by the gamjabi 

(metal plate). The haegeum has two strings, called the yuhyeon (outer string, with higher pitch) 

and the junghyeon (inner string, with lower pitch), both made of twisted silk. These strings are 

held by two jua (tuning pegs), connected to the upper side of the ipjuk (neck). The sanseong (nut 

string) ties the two strings together to allow the player to hold them more easily. The lower parts 

of the strings are supported by the wonsan (bridge), placed on the surface of the bokpan 

(soundboard). The wonsan is usually placed about 0.7 inches down from the top of bokpan 

                                                      
68

 Chung-yeon Yoo, 24. 
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(soundboard) but can be moved to attenuate the dynamic and timbre of the sound. One side of the 

gongmyeongtong (soundbox) is covered with bokpan (soundboard) made of paulownia and 

vibrates when bowed. The bow of the haegeum is made of ojuk or haejuk.
69

 Strands of horsehair 

are loosely tied to the bow and one end of the bow hair is connected to a leather handle. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.16. Haegeum. 

 

 

Holding the Haegeum 

The haegeum can be played either seated on the floor (traditional), or on a chair. When 

seated on the floor, the player’s head, neck and back should be straight and the eyes should be 

                                                      

69
 The scientific name of ojuk (오죽, 烏竹) is Phyllostachys nigra munro. Both ojuk and haejuk are a kind of 

bamboo used for making instruments in Korea. 
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fixed on the floor ahead. The right foot is placed between the inner left thigh and knee, and the 

instrument is placed over the right foot.  

 

 

 
Figure 2.17. Seated on floor. 

 

 

When seated on a chair, knees should be together and the instrument placed on them. The 

back and neck should also be kept straight at all times. Like most string instruments, the left hand 

holds the instrument and the right holds the bow. The left arm should be slightly lifted as it holds 

the instrument, the palm facing the body of the player. 

The ipjuk (neck) is placed between the thumb and index finger, the palm touching it. The 

underside of the first joint of the fingers should touch the string. The distance between the fingers 

should not be too wide or close together in order to maintain the steadiness of pitch and timbre. 

When placing a finger, previously placed fingers should remain on the string.  
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Figure 2.18. Left-hand position. 

 

 

 

Holding the Bow 

In comparing the haegeum with other Western string instruments, the main difference lies 

between the tightness of the bow hair, which for the haegeum is not pulled tight as that of 

Western string instruments, but remains loose. Thus, special technique is required to play the 

haegeum. To hold the bow, the thumb and index finger are placed on the bow stick while the 

other three fingers hold the leather. The player softly presses the bow stick with the thumb and 

index finger while holding the leather with the remaining three fingers. Dynamics are controlled 

by squeezing the bow hair with the fingers. For the haegeum the hair is inserted between two 

strings and is always touching the soundbox while playing. 
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Figure 2.19. Bowing position. 

 

 

 

Example 2.14. Pitches of fingering format in jeongak repertoire. 
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CHAPTER 3 

DUO FOR VIOLA AND PIANO 

3.1 Understanding the Background of Duo for Viola and Piano 

Isang Yun was a prominent Korean composer whose compositions reflect both Western 

European and Korean traditional music influences. His compositions can be divided into four 

periods. The first, or Korean period, is defined by those works he composed before his studies in 

Europe. Most of Yun’s works composed in Korea are based on conventional Western European 

tonality. From his first composition, “Song of Shepherd,” written in 1935, Yun focused on art 

songs and songs for children in this Korean period.
70

 The most renowned of these, Dalmuri (a 

misty moon),
71

 is a song collection that contains songs such as gopungeoasang (vintage 

clothes),
72

 dalmuri (a misty moon), geune (swing),
73

 chungmugong (the posthumous title of Yi, 

Sun-sin)
74

 and pyeonji (letter).
75

 Yun also wrote several sonatas and chamber works in his 

Korean period, including String Quartet No. 1 and Piano Trio, for which he was awarded the 

Seoul City Cultural Award and which enabled him to study in Europe.
76

 

In the First European period, Yun composed music based on the strict twelve-tone technique 

he learned at the Conservatoire de Paris and the Berlin Hochschule für Musik. Yun also began to 

combine traditional Korean with Western music elements. For example, in Musik für Sieben 

Instruments (Music for Seven Instruments, 1959), Yun combined twelve-tone technique and the 

concepts of yin and yang from Taoism; he also employed his own concept of hauptton-technik 

(main-tone technique), which became one of the most important elements of his music. Yun’s life 

and career went along quite successfully when, in 1967,
77

 he was kidnapped and sentenced to 

life imprisonment by the South Korean government. Although he was released two years later 

with the help of world-renowned figures such as Stravinsky, Von Karajan, Stockhausen––and the 

                                                      
70

 Encyclopedia of Korean Culture, s.v. “Yun Isang,” accessed March 11, 2014, 

http://encykorea.aks.ac.kr/. 
71

 Dalmuri (A Misty Moon) is a setting of the poem “Dalmuri,” by Korean poet, Mok-wual Park. 
72

 Gopungeoasang (vintage clothes) is a setting of poem by Korean poet Jihoon Jo. 
73

 Geune (swing) is a setting of Korean poet Sang-ok Kim’s poem, Geune. 
74

 Chungmugong is a posthumous title of Sun-sin Yi, a commander in the Joseon Dynasty.  
75

 Encyclopedia of Korean Culture, s.v. “Yun Isang,” accessed March 11, 2014, 
http://encykorea.aks.ac.kr/. 

76
 Ibid. 

77
 “The East Berlin Affairs”- As stated in Chapter 1, Yun was kidnapped by the KCIA due to his visit to North 

Korea. 
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German government––the torture he experienced and subsequent wounds affected his music.  

After the East Berlin Affairs, Yun began composing music that related to social and political 

problems, such as An der Schwelle (On the Threshold, 1975), based on the poet Albrecht 

Haushofer’s “Moabiter Sonette,”78
 and Exemplum in memoriam Kwangju für großes Orchester 

(1981)
79

 to remember the massacre of Gwangju, South Korea, in 1980. 

In the Second European period, from the turning point of the Eastern Berlin experience, 

Yun’s music became more accessible to his audiences. He began to use consonances throughout 

his musical language and translated his personal beliefs against violence, discrimination and his 

political ideas through music. Most of Yun’s compositions written in the 1960’s contained Eastern 

related titles, such as Bara
80

 (1960), Gasa
81

 (1963), Nore
82

 (1964), Garak
83

 (1963) and Réak
84

 

(1966). However, after the East Berlin Affairs, Yun also began to title his works with Western 

music elements such as concerto, symphony and string quartet, and composed more instrumental 

music than vocal pieces from this period. He wrote six concertos––Konzert fűr Violoncello und 

Orchester (Concerto for Violoncello and Orchestra, 1975/6), Koncertante (Concertante, 1976), 

Doppelkonzert fűr Oboe und Harfe mit Kleinem Orchester (Double Concerto for Oboe and Harp 

with Small Orchestra, 1977), Konzert fűr Flőte und Kleines Orchester (Concerto for Flute and 

Small Orchestra, 1977), Konzert fűr Klarinette und Orchester (Concerto for Clarinet and 

Orchestra, 1981) and Konzert fűr Violine und Orchester Nr. 1 (Concerto for Violin and Orchestra 

No. 1, 1981)––and through this genre expressed himself and his ideas about life. For example, 

Concerto for Violoncello and Orchestra is an autobiographical work where the solo cello is Yun 

himself and the orchestra is society.  

 

                                                      
78

 Moabiter Sonette, a sonnet by Albrecht Haushofer (1903-1945), written while awaiting his death in the Berlin 

Moabit prison. Haushofer was a German author and geographer, and a fierce opponent of Nazism. 
79

 Exemplum in memoriam Kwangju is an orchestral piece composed in memory of the Gwangju massacre. 

About five thousand people died, and thousands more people in Kwangju were imprisoned, tortured, and arbitrarily 

sentenced to jail. This insurrection was happen by Chun Doo-Whan to make himself the president of the fifth 

Republic.  
80

 Bara is a small gong. 
81

 Gasa means text. 
82

 Nore means song. 
83

 Garak means melody. 
84

 Reak refers to the music played during the rituals of the Confucian and Royal Ancestor Shrine. 
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In the last or Third European period, Yun explored the world of symphonies, of which he 

wrote five, all related to each other under the idea of “Love and Humanity.”85
 Walter-Wolfgang 

Sparrer, the conductor and head of the International Isang Yun Society in Berlin, discussed Yun’s 

symphonies on discography of Isang Yun’s Symphony 1 and 3. 

 

Isang Yun’s symphonies form a complementary compositional series. Despite their 

different instrumentation, formal structure, and content they are related in thought and can 

even be said to constitute a cycle.
86

 

 

Yun’s concern about political and social issues can also be found in his five symphonies. In 

Symphony No. 1 (1983), written for the hundredth anniversary of the Berlin Philharmonic, Yun’s 

warns of the use of nuclear weapons and also portrays specific political issues. Symphony No. 2 

(1984) is based on Yun’s personal experiences and views of the world around him. Symphony 

No. 3 (1985) is philosophical; as Yun stated, it was written for contemplation about the 

relationship between heaven, earth and humanity.
87

 The piece was dedicated “to nature.” 

Symphony No. 4 (1986) was named after Luise Rinser’s diary, “Im Dunkeln Singen (Singing in 

the Darkness),” also the title of the political essayist and Nazi prison survivor Luise Rinser’s 

diary. Yun composed Symphony No. 5 (1987) to a text by German-Jewish poet Nelly Sachs, who 

escaped the Nazi camps of Germany. This piece is dedicated to “peace.” Yun commented on his 

five symphonies:  

 

My five symphonies are the comprehensive achievements of my music, beginning with the 

technical, the aesthetical and the national consciousness of my work in the 60’s to its 

conversion to a worldwide consciousness.
88

 

 

During his lifetime, Yun composed twenty-two orchestral works, four operas, ten concertos, 

forty chamber works and twenty-eight instrumental pieces, among others. 

 

 

                                                      
85

 Songyoung Kim, “The Concept of Unity in Isang Yun’s Koenigliches Thema fuer Violine Solo.” (DMA diss., 

University of North Texas, 2011), 14.  
86

 Isang Yun, Symphony 1and 3. Takao Ukigaya, Filharmonia Pomorska. © 1991, classic production osnasbrück, 

cpo 999 125-2, Compact disc. 
87

 Chul-wha Kim, 77. 
88

 Sungman Choi and Eunmi Hong, 76. – This statement is explained in this dissertation. 
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Table 3.1. List of compositions by Isang Yun. 

Korean Period 

(1935-1955) 

Dalmuri (1950) 

Cho Yong’s Song (1952) 

Cello Sonata No. 1 (1953) 

String Quartet No.1 (1955) 

Piano Trio (1955) 

First European Period 

(1956-1975) 

 Fünf Stücke für Klavier (1958) 

 Musik für sieben Instrumente (1959) 

 Bara (1960) 

 Symphonische Szene (1960)  

 Streichquartett III in drei Sätzen (1959/1961) 

 Colloïdes sonores für Streichorchester (1961) 

 Loyang für Kammersensemble (1962) 

 Garak für Flöte und Klavier (1963) 

 Gasa für Violine und Klavier (1963) 

 Nore für Violoncello und Klavier (1964) 

 Fluktuationen für Orchester (1964) 

 Om mani padme hum (1964) 

 Der Traum des Liu-Tung (1965) 

 Réak für großes Orchester (1966) 

 Shao Yang Yin für Cembalo (1966) 

 Tuyaux sonores für Orgel (1967) 

 Riul für Klarinette und Klavier (1968) 

 Images für Flöte, Oboe, Violine und Violoncello (1968) 

 Die Witwe des Schmetterlings (1968)  

 Ein Schmetterlingstraum für gemischten Chor mit Schlagzeug ad      

                     libitum (1968) 

 Geisterliebe (1969/70) 

 Schamanengesänge aus der Oper Geisterliebe nach Texten von Harald   

                 Kunz (1969/70) 

 Glissées für Violoncello solo (1970) 

 Dimensionen für großes Orchester mit Orgel solo (1971) 

 Namo für drei Soprane und großes Orchester (1971) 

 Piri für Oboe solo (1971) 

 Sim Tjong (1971/72) 

 Gagok für Stimme, Gitarre und Schlagzeug (1972) 
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Table 3.1. - continued 

  Konzertante Figuren (1972) 

 Trio für Flöte (Altflöte), Oboe und Violine (1972/73) 

 Ouverture für großes Orchester (1973) 

 Harmonia für Bläser, Harfe und Schlagzeug (1974) 

 Memory für drei Stimmen mit Schlagwerk (1974) 

 Etüden für Flöte(n) solo (1974) 

 Trio für Violine, Violoncello und Klavier (1972/75) 

 Fragment für Orgel (1975) 

 Rondell für Oboe, Klarinette und Fagott (1975) 

 An der Schwelle (1975) 

Second European Period 

(1976-1982) 

 Konzert für Violoncello und Orchester (1975/76) 

 Duo für Viola und Klavier (1976) 

 Pièce concertante für Kammersensemble  (1976) 

 Königliches Thema für Violine solo (1976)  

 Schamanengesänge für Alt und Kammerorchester bearbeitet von   

                 Erwin Koch-Raphael (1977) 

 Konzert für Flöte und kleines Orchester (1977) 

 Der weise Mann (1977) 

 Doppelkonzert für Oboe und Harfe mit kleinem Orchester (1977) 

 Salomo für Altflöte oder Flöte (1977/78) 

 Muak. Tänzerische Fantasie für großes Orchester (1978) 

 Oktett (1978) 

 Fanfare & Memorial für Orchester (1979) 

 Sonata für Oboe (Oboe d‘amore), Harfe und Viola oder Violoncello   

      (1979) 

 Teile dich Nacht (1980) 

 Novellette für Flöte (Altflöte) und Harfe, ad libitum mit Violine und    

        Violoncello (oder Viola) (1980) 

 Konzert für Klarinette und Orchester (1981) 

 “Der Herr ist mein Hirte" (1981) 

 “O Licht...”  Chor mit Solo-Violine und Schlagzeug (1981) 

 Exemplum in memoriam Kwangju für großes Orchester (1981) 

 Konzert für Violine und Orchester Nr. 1 in drei Sätzen (1981) 

 Vom Tao (1972/1982) 

 Interludium A für Klavier (1982) 
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Table 3.1. - continued 

Third European Period 

(1983-1995) 

 Symphonie I in vier Sätzen (1983) 

 Monolog für Baßklarinette (1983) 

 Monolog für Fagott (1983/84) 

 Inventionen für zwei Oboen (1983) 

 Sonatina für zwei Violinen (1983)  

 Concertino für Akkordeon und Streichquartett (1983) 

 Inventionen für zwei Flöten (1983/1984) 

 Duo für Violoncello und Harfe (1984) 

 Symphonie II in drei Sätzen (1984) 

 Gong-Hu für Harfe und Streicher (1984) 

 Quintett I für Klarinette und Streichquartett (1984) 

 Li-Na im Garten. Fünf Stücke für Violine solo (1984/85) 

 Gagok für Stimme und Harfe (1985) 

 Symphonie III in einem Satz (1985) 

 Symphonie IV "Im Dunkeln singen” in zwei Sätzen (1986) 

 Mugung-Dong. Invocation für Bläser, Schlagzeug und 

Kontrabässe (1986) 

 Impression für kleines Orchester (1986) 

 Konzert für Violine und Orchester Nr. 2 (1983/1986) 

 Rencontre pour Clarinette, Harpe (ou Piano) et Violoncelle (1986) 

 Quartett für Flöten (1986)  

 Quintett für Flöte und Streichquartett (1986) 

 Symphonie V in fünf Sätzen für großes Orchester mit Bariton solo  

           nach Gedichten von Nelly Sachs (1987) 

 Kammersinfonie I (1987) 

 Tapis pour Cordes (1987) 

 Duetto concertante für Oboe / Englischhorn, Violoncello und  

                Streicher (1987) 

 "Naui Dang, Naui Minjokiyo" ["Mein Land, mein Volk"] 

                           (1986-87) 

 In Balance für Harfe solo (1987) 

 Kontraste. Zwei Stücke für Violine solo (1987) 

 Sori für Flöte solo (1988) 

 Festlicher Tanz für Bläserquintett (1988) 

 Distanzen für Bläser- und Streichquintett (1988) 

 Intermezzo für Violoncello und Akkordeon (1988) 

 Contemplation für zwei Violen (1988) 
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Table 3.1. - continued 

  Quartett für Flöte, Violine, Violoncello und Klavier (1988) 

 Streichquartett IV in zwei Sätzen (1988) 

 Pezzo fantasioso per due strumenti con basso ad libitum (1988) 

 Rufe für Oboe und Harfe (1989) 

 Together für Violine und Kontrabaß (1989) 

 Kammersinfonie II "Den Opfern der Freiheit" (1989) 

 Konturen für großes Orchester (1989) 

 Kammerkonzert I (1990) 

 Kammerkonzert II (1990) 

 Streichquartett V in einem Satz (1990) 

 Konzert für Oboe / Oboe d‘amore und Orchester (1990) 

 Sonate für Violine und Klavier (1991) 

 Bläserquintett in zwei Sätzen (1991) 

 Espace I für Violoncello und Klavier (1992) 

 Trio für Klarinette, Fagott und Horn (1992) 

 Silla. Legende für Orchester (1992) 

 Konzert für Violine mit kleinem Orchester Nr. 3 (1992) 

 Quartett für Horn, Trompete, Posaune und Klavier (1992) 

 Streichquartett VI in vier Sätzen (1992) 

 Chinesische Bilder für Blockflöte (1993) 

 Bläseroktett mit Kontrabaß ad libitum (1993) 

 Sieben Etüden für Violoncello solo (1993) 

 Espace II für Violoncello, Harfe und Oboe ad lib. (1993) 

 Quartett für Oboe, Violine, Viola und Violoncello (1994) 

 Quintett II für Klarinette und Streichquartett (1994) 

 Engel in Flammen. Memento für Orchester mit Epilog für Sopran  

                         solo, dreistimmigen Frauenchor und   

                         fünf Instrumente (1994) 

 Ost West-Miniaturen für Oboe und Violoncello (1994) 

 

 

3.2 Analysis of Duo for Viola and Piano 

One of two viola pieces by Isang Yun, Duo for Viola and Piano, was written in 1976 and 

premiered on May 3, 1977 by Ulrich and Johann G. von Wrochem, in Rome. At this time, Yun 

began a series of solo concertos starting with the Concerto for Violoncello and Orchestra, which 
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marked the beginning of a new phase in his compositional style.
89

 

Duo for Viola and Piano was written early in Yun’s Second European period during the 

transformation of his compositional style. At the time, Yun had also begun to compose primarily 

instrumental music. The relationship between viola and piano in Duo for Viola and Piano is 

complementary as the title “duo” implies, as if Yun wanted to portray the opposition between the 

individual and society, as he had done through a solo instrument and orchestra in concertos of this 

period.  

The Duo is a short piece (ca. 12 minutes), but includes most of Yun’s compositional 

characteristics. It evokes Eastern elements, the balance of yin and yang, the philosophy of Taoism, 

the microcosm within the macrocosm, jeong-jung-dong (moving while seeming to stop),
90

 the 

hauptton-technik (or main-tone technique)
91

 and twelve-tone technique of twentieth-century 

European music. However, most important in performing this piece is to understand the sound 

character of the traditional Korean string instruments. Yun sought to invoke their sounds, and 

imitated their technique with the viola. 

3.2.1 Identifying Sound Character in Korean Traditional String Instruments 

Duo for Viola and Piano is a one movement piece, which my analysis divides into six parts 

according to the sound character of the Korean traditional string instruments Yun uses. 

Understanding the timbre of each part is helpful in performing this piece. In portraying the 

sounds of the Korean instruments, Yun might be referring to the haegeum, gayageum, geomungo 

and ajaeng, the four main traditional string instruments. 

In the first part of Yun’s Duo (mm.1-27), the theme is introduced, opening with the character 

of haegeum. Haegeum is the smallest string instrument, with only two strings, its sound similar to 

the viola. It can have a humorous sound, yet can also portray a melancholy or sorrowful mood. 

The volume of the sound of haegeum is the softest among the Korean string instruments.  

There are many sudden shifts and fast running passages that appear in the higher position. 

                                                      
89

 Chul-hwa Kim, 86.  
90

 Jeong-jung-dong is a principle of Taoism.  
91

 Isang Yun mentioned about his Hauptton in the conversation with Luise Rinser as follows; “Hauptton is a 

bundle of single tones. Let me explain what appears in Reak: there are three flutes, among which are two piccolos 

and one large flute. Each flute has its center: first piccolo has the B, second piccolo has the G#, and the flute has the 

F#. These three single tones together form the Hauptton.” 
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Thus, fingerings should be carefully determined for a smooth execution.  

 

 

Example 3.1. Theme appears with character of haegeum in opening of Duo (mm.1-9).  

 

 
 

© Copyright 1976 by Bote & Bock Musik und Bühnenverlag GMBH & Co.  

Reprinted by permission.  

 

 

 

 

 

Example 3.2. Fingering example (mm.19-24). 

 

 
© Copyright 1976 by Bote & Bock Musik und Bühnenverlag GMBH & Co.  

Reprinted by permission. 
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The variation of the theme is introduced in the second part (mm.31- 60) with the character of 

gayageum. Compared to the haegeum, it is easier to play faster tempos and stronger dynamics 

with gayageum. In the second part of Duo, many sixteenth and thirty-second notes appear in a 

fast tempo. With the gayageum, these notes are played with the right hand by plucking the strings 

(like pizzicato). The sixteenth and thirty-second notes are also slurred in a long, melismatic 

melodic line, thus a strong left-hand articulation is required to play this passage on the viola.  

 

 

 

 

Example 3.3. Duo, first variation in second part with sound character of gayageum (mm.31-37).  

 

 
 

© Copyright 1976 by Bote & Bock Musik und Bühnenverlag GMBH & Co. 

Reprinted by permission. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the third part of Duo (mm.61-111), the second variation of the theme is introduced by the 

haegeum character again.  
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Example 3.4. Duo, second variation appears in third part (mm.61-75).  

 

 
 

 © Copyright 1976 by Bote & Bock Musik und Bühnenverlag GMBH & Co. 

Reprinted by permission. 

 

 

The fourth part (mm.112–139) is imagined as the geomungo sound. Where the gayageum 

(the second part) is mostly in high pitch ranges––to express the splendid sounds of the 

instrument––the range of the fourth part is relatively lower. The main melody starts a fourth 

below (C#), rather than the initial theme’s F. 

 

 

Example 3.5. Duo, expression of geomungo character in fourth part (mm.112-121). 

 
 

© Copyright 1976 by Bote & Bock Musik und Bühnenverlag GMBH & Co. 

Reprinted by permission. 
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The fifth part (mm.139–158) can be the ajaeng part. Yun uses the strong and glamorous 

sound of the ajaeng with double stops and the strongest dynamics. The fifth part should be played 

with powerful martelé and staccato. Yun employed separate bowings for this part. Whereas he 

sought to express the soft and splendid in the sound of Korean traditional string instruments with 

the haegeum, gayageum and geomungo, in this section, ajaeng, he expresses the great power of 

the instrument . 

 

 

 

 

Example 3.6. Sound character of ajaeng appeared in fifth part (mm.145-151). 

 

 
 

© Copyright 1976 by Bote & Bock Musik und Bühnenverlag GMBH & Co. 

Reprinted by permission. 

 

 

 

 

 

In the last part (mm.158-175), Yun invoked a mixture of all four string instruments. It is not 

clear which of the four Korean string instruments Yun wanted to invoke in this part, but the 

characteristics of each can be found intermittently. For example, the measures marked col legno 

with glissandos (m.166 and m.167) make similar sounds to the geomungo, which is played with a 

bow made of a wooden stick without hair.  
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Example 3.7. Last part of Duo for Viola and Piano (mm.158-175). 

 
 

© Copyright 1976 by Bote & Bock Musik und Bühnenverlag GMBH & Co. 

Reprinted by permission. 

 

 

 

 

3.2.2 Understanding Dynamic Contrasts and Changes 

Big contrasts and frequent changes of dynamics are two important features to consider when 

playing the Duo for Viola and Piano. Almost every note in this piece is indicated with a specific 

dynamic. The large dynamic contrasts in each section not only express the idea of yin and yang, 

but also show off the different sound timbres of the four Korean string instruments.  

For example, in the first part, the timbre of haegeum can be heard within the diminution of 

dynamics. The sound of haegeum is softer, and becomes even softer at higher pitches. Yun 

displays the character of the instrument through dynamic changes from strong to soft as the pitch 

goes higher.  
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Example 3.8. Specific dynamic changes appear in first part. 

 

(mm.11-12) 

 
© Copyright 1976 by Bote & Bock Musik und Bühnenverlag GMBH & Co.  

Reprinted by permission. 

 

 

 

(mm.22-23) 

 
 

© Copyright 1976 by Bote & Bock Musik und Bühnenverlag GMBH & Co.  

Reprinted by permission.  

 

 

 

Each part of Duo has large dynamic contrasts, indicating on a broader, formal level Yun’s 

desire to express the sound character of the Korean traditional string instruments. For example, 

with the haegeum he exploits the softest sound among the Korean string instruments, while with 

the ajaeng he uses the strongest sound. In Duo for Viola and Piano, the dynamic difference of 

these instruments can be easily discerned.  

 

Example 3.9. Dynamic contrasts of each part. 

Haegeum (First part, mm.1-4). 

 

 
© Copyright 1976 by Bote & Bock Musik und Bühnenverlag GMBH & Co. 

Reprinted by permission. 
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Example 3.9. – continued 

 

 

 

Gayageum (Second part, mm.31-32). 

 

 
© Copyright 1976 by Bote & Bock Musik und Bühnenverlag GMBH & Co. 

Reprinted by permission. 

 

 

 

 

 

Haegeum (Third part, mm.61-65). 

 

 
 

© Copyright 1976 by Bote & Bock Musik und Bühnenverlag GMBH & Co. 

Reprinted by permission. 

 

 

 

 

 

Geomungo (Fourth part, mm.112-115). 

 

 
 

© Copyright 1976 by Bote & Bock Musik und Bühnenverlag GMBH & Co.  

Reprinted by permission. 
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Example 3.9. – continued 

 

 

 

Ajaeng (Fifth part, mm.145-151). 

 

  

© Copyright 1976 by Bote & Bock Musik und Bühnenverlag GMBH & Co.  

Reprinted by permission.  

 

 

 

 

 

3.2.3 Korean Traditional Music Technique 

No particular theory of harmony identifies Korean traditional music; it is most easily heard 

through the melody. To avoid the tedium of monophony, ornamentation, called sigimsae, plays an 

important role. Sigimsae adds polish and embellishment to the music, and also affects and defines 

the mood. All kinds of embellishments, such as glissandos, grace notes, vibrations, dynamic 

changes and microtones, are included in sigimsae.  

3.2.3.1 Nonghyeon 

For string instruments, sigimsae is executed with the left hand and called nonghyeon, 

literally “playing with strings.” There are four main techniques of nonghyeon used often for 

string instruments: yoseong (vibrating the tone), toeseong (sliding tone from a higher note), 

chuseong (sliding tone from a lower note) and jeonseong (turning the tone).  
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Yoseong
92

 is similar to the vibrato of Western music, but the width of vibration is larger and 

more varied.  

 

 

 

Example 3.10. Examples of yoseong used in Korean traditional music. 

 

 
 

 

Since the viola vibrato’s notation indicates no more than a halftone oscillation, Yun used 

trills and tremolos to imitate the sound of yoseoung in Duo for Viola and Piano. 

 

 

 

                                                      
92

 Notation of yoseong in Korean traditional music notation:  
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Example 3.11. Expression of yoseong in Duo for Viola and Piano (mm.33-44). 

 
 

© Copyright 1976 by Bote & Bock Musik und Bühnenverlag GMBH & Co.  

Reprinted by permission.  

 

 

 

Chuseong
93

 refers to a slide from a lower to a higher tone.  

 

 

Example 3.12. Examples of chuseong used in Korean traditional music. 

 
                                                      

93
 Notation of chuseong in Korean traditional music notation:  
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Yun uses chuseong most often for the nonghyeon in Duo for Viola and Piano, expressed 

through ascending glissandos.  

 

 

 

 

Example 3.13. Duo, expression of the chuseong in first part (mm.4-15). 

 

 
 

© Copyright 1976 by Bote & Bock Musik und Bühnenverlag GMBH & Co. 

Reprinted by permission. 

 

 

 

 

The chuseong can be also found in the fourth part of Duo. While in the first part Yun notated 

its timbre just with ascending glissandos, he added grace notes and accents before sliding to a 

higher pitch in the fourth part. In this, Yun perhaps wanted to invoke the sound character of 

geomungo, which appears in the fourth part. The bow of the geomungo (suldae) is made of a 

bamboo stick, which makes accents when bowing with the wood side. The geomungo also has a 

stronger sound than the haegeum’s softer sound. Thus, the chuseong is expressed with a stronger 

dynamic in the fourth part.  
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Example 3.14. Duo, chuseong appears in fourth part (mm.119-137). 

 
 

© Copyright 1976 by Bote & Bock Musik und Bühnenverlag GMBH & Co.  

Reprinted by permission.  

 

 

 

The toeseong
94

 is a slide from a higher to a lower tone, the opposite of chuseong. 

 

Example 3.15. Example of the toeseong used in Korean traditional music. 

 
                                                      

94
 Notation of toeseong in Korean traditional music:  
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In Duo for Viola and Piano, the toeseong is expressed with descending glissandos. 

 

 

Example 3.16. Duo for Viola and Piano, expression of toeseong (mm.119-122). 

 

 
 

© Copyright 1976 by Bote & Bock Musik und Bühnenverlag GMBH & Co.  

Reprinted by permission.  

 

 

 

Example 3.17. Use of toeseong and chuseong in minyo (Korean folk song). 

 

 

 

 

Jeonseong
95

 refers to a short vibrato, the turn of a note, or a reduction of yoseong. 

 

Example 3.18. Examples of jeonseong used in Korean traditional music.  

 

                                                      
95

 Notation of jeonseong in Korean traditional music notation:   
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In Duo for Viola and Piano, jeonseong is represented primarily by a short grace note. In the 

second part, Jeonseong requires ongoing sudden shifting. Even though the composer did not 

indicate glissando, I would suggest they be played with short slides to make similar sounds to the 

gayageum.  

 

 

Example 3.19. Jeonseong in Duo for Viola and Piano (mm.48-55). 

 

 
  

© Copyright 1976 by Bote & Bock Musik und Bühnenverlag GMBH & Co.  

Reprinted by permission.  

 

 

 

 

There is a special technique of haegeum, called ingeu˘jil. It is similar to the tu˘ldong of 

gayageum and geomungo. The word ingeu˘jil literally means “carp fishing” and refers to a 

performance technique of haegeum, “snatching the sound.” One executes ingeu˘jil by changing 

the notes quickly (as if jerking a fishing rod) with a short lifting from one to the other. 

In traditional Korean notation, the ingeu˘jil marking looks like the tail of a carp. 
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Figure 3.1 Ingeu˘jil marking 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2. Ingeu˘jil marking in Korean traditional notation. 

 

 

 

In Duo for Viola and Piano, ingeu˘jil can be found in the third part. Since there is no similar 

expression of ingeu˘jil in Western music, Yun used glissandos and special markings with the 

indication of “Erniedrigung um einen Viertelton” (sharpen a quarter-tone) to notate ingeu˘jil. 
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Example 3.20. Ingeu˘jil in Duo (mm.61-71). 

 
 

© Copyright 1976 by Bote & Bock Musik und Bühnenverlag GMBH & Co.  

Reprinted by permission.  

 

 

 

 

3.2.4 Korean Traditional Music Elements 

3.2.4.1 The Role of the Piano 

Duo for Viola and Piano invokes the pansori
96

 of Korean traditional music. The ‘pan’ of 

pansori translates to “a space where people gather” and ‘sori’ means sound. The pansori is a 

traditional Korean dramatic form performed by a soloist, called soriggun, and a janggu player (or 

gosu), in a large place. The soriggun’s song delivers an epic story; these narratives are called 

aniri, and are accompanied by the gosu. The soriggun impersonates all roles of the aniri, and so 

must excel at changing voices for each. 

The role of the gosu and the audience is as important as that of the soriggun. During a 

performance, the gosu or audience exclaim words, called chuimsae, like "bravo!" or "nice!" to 

urge on and encourage the soriggun.  

The role of piano in Duo is similar to that of the gosu in pansori, as the role of the viola is 

similar to the soriggun, who plays several roles in pansori (the viola invokes the haegeum, 

gayageum, geomungo and ajaeng in Duo). As mentioned, the role of gosu in pansori is as 

important as the soriggun. The gosu not only plays the accompaniment, but also leads the story. It 

                                                      
96

 Detailed information of pansori can be found on p.91-93 of this treatise. 
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also encourages and supports the role of the soriggun by giving chuimsae or sometimes by 

playing an opposing role. Invoking the role of gosu, the piano plays these kinds of roles in Duo 

for Viola and Piano. 

In the first part of the piece, the piano plays the typical role of gosu, with short notes 

following the viola’s introduction of the theme (as the soriggun introduces the story). In pansori, 

the gosu usually plays these short notes with the janggu, a percussion instrument.  

 

 

Example 3.21. Piano in the first part (mm.3-6). 

 
 

© Copyright 1976 by Bote & Bock Musik und Bühnenverlag GMBH & Co.  

Reprinted by permission.  

 

 

 

 

The piano’s role changes as the viola’s character moves from haegeum to gayageum in the 

second part. As the soriggun takes a rest when he or she changes roles in pansori, the viola bows 

a long, sustained note when its character moves from haegeum to gayageum. While the viola 

holds this long note, the piano plays the melody, just as a gosu would continue to tell the story 
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while the soriggun took a break. This musical interaction happens again when the viola’s 

character changes from gayageum to haegeum, haegeum to geomungo, or geomungo to ajaeng. 

 

 

Example 3.22. Piano at the end of the first part (mm.25-30). 

 
 

© Copyright 1976 by Bote & Bock Musik und Bühnenverlag GMBH & Co. 

Reprinted by permission. 

 

 

 

 

In the geomungo part (the fourth part), the role of the piano transforms from a passive to an 

active role. The actual “duo” begins from here. As the gosu plays an opposing role in pansori, the 

piano plays a countermelody to the viola.  
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Example 3.23. Piano in the fourth part (mm.116-119). 

  
 

© Copyright 1976 by Bote & Bock Musik und Bühnenverlag GMBH & Co.  

Reprinted by permission. 

 

 

 

The climax of the story is led by the viola solo in the character of ajaeng. Now the piano 

only gives chuimsae to lighten the sad expression portrayed in the viola part. 

 

Example 3.24. Piano in the fifth part (mm.149-150). 

  

© Copyright 1976 by Bote & Bock Musik und Bühnenverlag GMBH & Co.  

Reprinted by permission. 
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3.2.5 Performance Perspectives 

3.2.5.1 Executing the Ornaments 

The ornamentation is most important to consider when playing Duo for Viola and Piano. As 

stated, this piece can be divided into six parts, relating to the sound character of the Korean 

traditional string instruments Yun sought to imitate. To express the sound character of each 

Korean string instrument, the performer’s careful investigation and understanding of this tradition 

is needed to perform the piece.  

The most important technique is the nonghyun (vibrato, tremolo and trill), executed by the 

left-hand. The left-hand technique of the Korean traditional string instruments is different from 

Western instruments. Unlike these, two kinds of left-hand technique are used for Korean string 

instruments, gyeongan and yeokan. Gyeongan technique is similar to the left-hand technique of 

the violin family. For example, the ipjuk (neck) of the haegeum is placed between the thumb and 

index finger, with the palm touching the ipjuk, and the remaining fingers placed on the strings. 

The pitch moves higher as each finger is added. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3. Gyeongan technique. 
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Haegeum has no fingerboard and only three positions. Thus, the maximum number of notes 

playable with gyeongan technique for the haegeum is only twelve. Also, the distance between the 

ipjuk and the strings is wider, compared to Western string instruments. Thus, the haegeum 

employs yeokan technique, in which the fingers pull and release the strings to change the pitches. 

These pulls and releases result in sliding sounds, unique to the haegeum. On the viola, these 

sounds can be executed with shifting and glissandi. When playing chuseong (a slide from a lower 

to a higher tone), I would suggest shifting slowly with one finger, so that the pitch moves higher 

without a break in the sound.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.4. Yeokan technique. 

 

 

According to the Hyeongeum-dongmunryugi,
97

 “nonghyun (vibrato, trill and tremolo) 

should not be too slow or too fast. The nonghyun should start slowly and get faster. It should be 

like the flapping of a butterfly.” 

In Korean traditional music, vibrato (yoseong) is treated as the most important technique. 

Thus, the tempo and the width of the vibrato should be carefully controlled when playing Duo. 

                                                      
97

 Hyeongeum-dongmunryugi is a book written about geomungo by Deukyun Lee in the Joseon period. 
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The vibrato should start slowly and get faster (as the vibrato of Korean string instruments), and 

be played by pulling and releasing the strings, resulting in a wider vibrato than that of Western 

string instruments. The tremolo and trill should also start slowly and increase in speed.  
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CHAPTER 4 

SUMMARY 

Isang Yun’s music is widely considered to be well balanced with Eastern and Western 

elements. One of his two viola pieces, Duo for Viola and Piano is a great example that shows his 

composing style. It describes the ideas of Eastern elements, such as the balance of yin and yang, 

the philosophy of Taoism. Also, it contains the hauptton-technique which Yun invented himself 

and the twelve-tone technique of twentieth-century European music. 

Perhaps one reason he sought this balance so desperately was the lack of balance in his life: 

his mind was from the East and his body stayed in the West. Yun lived through dramatic times. At 

his birth, Korea was still under Japanese control and Koreans were not allowed to speak their 

own language. Consequently, Yun was imprisoned and tortured because he wrote a song text in 

Korean. After his big success in Europe, Yun was abruptly kidnapped and tortured because he had 

visited North Korea. Moreover, Yun’s music was prohibited in South Korea until recently. Even 

after his death his body was never allowed to return to Korea.  

Yun yearned to be identified simply as Korean, neither North nor South Korean. He was 

very uncomfortable when his music was categorized as “Western” or “Eastern.” Scholars and 

listening audiences alike have defined his music as nationalistic or serialistic; however, the word 

that fits his music most accurately is “harmonious,” in the sense of seeking a way to find 

harmony between disparate elements of Eastern and Western cultures. As with any creative work, 

music and the interpretation of music rarely can be defined or described simply as one thing or 

another: “Yun was often asked whether his music was Western or Eastern, but he was never 

interested in those questions. He replied that he just wrote his music as he heard it in his mind.”98
 

In the end, he seems to say, it is music, and if expressed fully––whether or not enjoyed, 

inspiring, or moving––the composer has succeeded.   

My music can be heard as Eastern or Western…. But, you should know that I find the whole 
question of whether I compose Western or Eastern music uninteresting. I am writing music 

that I have to write, because I am myself.
99

 

                                                      
98

 Young Ju Lee, 38. 
99

 Jisun Choi, “The merging of Korean traditional music and Western instrumentation as exemplified in four 

chamber works for piano composed by Isang Yun.” (DMA diss. University of Miami, 2007), 5. 
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APPENDIX A 

KOREAN TRADITIONAL MUSIC 

A.1 Characteristics of Korean Traditional Music 

A.1.1 The Twelve Yul 

An octave of traditional Korean music can be divided into twelve chromatic pitches. These 

pitches are the twelve yulryeo, or simply yul. Each chromatic pitch of the yul has a specific name 

(or yulmyeong). The names of the twelve pitches are: hwangjong, daeryeo, taeju, hyeopjong, 

goseon, jungryeo, yubin, imjong, yichik, namryeo, muyeok and eungjong. 

 

 

Example A.1. Twelve Yul.
100

 

 

 

 

A.1.2 Modes 

Korean traditional music is not characterized through fixed keys or modes as is Western 

music. Rather, it relies more on the nature of the melody itself. However, two basic modes are 

used often. These are called gyemyeonjo and pyeongjo.
101

 Until the early Joseon period, both 

                                                      
100

 Hwangjong is a fundamental tone of traditional Korean music. Although hwangjong can be various, it is 

mostly tuned in C and E-flat. Hwangjong for aak, dangak, and a few hyangak pieces, played by pyeonjong (a Korean 

traditional percussion instrument), pyeongyeong (a Korean traditional percussion instrument), and dangpiri (a 

Korean traditional wind instrument), are tuned in C. Most of the hyangak pieces using geomungo, gayageum, and 

hyangpiri (a Korean traditional wind instrument) as the main instrument are tuned in E-flat. More detailed 

information and examples will be discussed further in this treatise. 
101

 Jeongak (court music) can be analyzed through gyemyeonjo and pyeongjo, but these can hardly be applied to 
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pyeongjo and gyemyeonjo were comprised of five notes without semitones, but gyemyeonjo has 

since changed to simply the three- or four-note scale.
102

 

 

 

Example A.2. Pyeongjo. 

 

 

 

Most traditional Korean music is in gyemyeonjo of three and four pitches except 

jeongdaeeup
103

 of jongmyo jeryeak
104

 that uses five-pitch gyemyeonjo.
105

 

 

 

Example A.3. Gyemyeonjo. 

 

  

                                                                                                                                                                            

the minsogak (folk music). Minsogak is analyzed through the musical idiom of the regions where it is originated. 
102

 Seong-cheon Lee et al., 78. 
103

 Jeongdaeeup is a repertoire of jongmyo jeryeak. 
104

 Please see p.71-72 for the information on jongmyo jeryeak. 
105

 Seong-cheon Lee et al., 78.  
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A.1.3 Yeoneum 

Yeoneum literally means “a lengthened sound” and can be found mostly in wind ensemble 

repertoire, such as sujecheon, samhyeon yeongsanhoesang, haeryeong, dongdong and 

jeonpyeheemun.
106

 When one instrument (mostly the piri
107

) that primarily plays the main 

melody sits out in the wind ensemble, other instruments such as geum and haegeum take over. 

Yeoneum refers to the part played by the other instruments. 

 

 

Example A.4. Sujecheon. 

 

 

 
 

                                                      
106

 Encyclopedia of Korean Culture, s.v. “Yeoneum,” accessed December 10, 2013, 
http://encykorea.aks.ac.kr/. 

107
 Piri is a Korean double reed instrument.  
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A.1.4 Call and Response 

“Call and response” is often found in strophic minyo (Korean traditional songs).
108

 The 

“call” is sung by a soloist and the chorus answers with the “response.” The melody and the text of 

the response are fixed while the call changes variously. Kwaejina chingching nane, gang gang 

sulrae and boritajak nore are representative repertoire of the call and response. 

 

 

Example A.5. Boritajak nore. 

 

 

 

A.1.5 Jangdan 

Although the term jangdan has various meanings, it primarily refers to a regular rhythmic 

pattern used in traditional Korean music.
109

 While for jeongak (court music) jangdan is played in 

regular rhythm, for minsogak (folk music) jangdan might be played with many variations and 

embellishments. Thus, the latter can be hardly recognizable. In orchestral pieces, jangdan is used 

as the accompaniment, to begin and end a piece, and also to control the tempo. Jangdan is 

usually played by janggu (hourglass-shaped drum) or buk (large drum). 
                                                      

108
 Detailed description of minyo can be found on p.86-91 of this treatise. 

109
 In sanjo, the name of jangdan refers to the movement of the piece.  
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Example A.6. Pansori and sanjo Jangdan. 

 

 

 

A.2 Classifications of Korean Traditional Music 

Korean music is largely divided into court music (jeongak) and folk music (minsogak), and 

many sources also divide the court music into aak, dangak and hyangak, according to its 

origin.
110

 However, the term aak can cause confusion since its meaning changed after the era 

under Japanese rule (1910-1945).
111

 Aak originally referred to music of Chinese origin, but now 

designates all court music. An overlap exists between aok and jeongak, which also refers to court 

music.
112

 Another problem of dividing court music into aak, dangak and hyangak is that both 

                                                      
110

 Aak (elegant music) originally referred to Chinese court ritual music. The term dangak (music of the Dang 

Dynasty) was used as the antithesis to hyangak (indigenous music) and refers to the indigenous Korean court music. 

Hyangak is sometimes called sogak (or secular music). 
111

 Seong-jae Lee, An Interesting Guk-ak Story (Gyeonggi-do: Seohae Moonjip, 2006), 29. 
112

 According to encyclopedia of Korean Traditional Music Term, Jeongak refers to all kinds of Korean 

traditional music, except folk music. 
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aak and dangak are rarely practiced these days. The only existing aak is the munmyoak and only 

two dangak repertoire, boheoja (Pacing the Void) and loyangchoon (Spring of Loyang), have 

survived, which have now even become a part of the hyangak.
113

 Thus, to divide the court music 

into these three categories is in part irrelevant, as they no longer survive as a part of this music. 

Therefore, in this treatise, traditional Korean court music will be categorized according to its use 

of the occasions. The term jeongak will be used to refer to court music and aak to refer to music 

of Chinese origin. 

A.2.1 Jeongak (Court Music) 

Jeongak literally means “correct” or “right” music, although it is similar to the term 

“classical” in Western music. Jeongak traditionally has been associated with music for the court 

and the upper classes. Court music includes instrumental music, art songs and sogak (secular 

music), all in the category of jeongak. According to its use of the occasions, jeongak can be 

divided into jeryeak (ritual music), pungryuak (indoor music), jeongga (vocal music) and 

gochwiak (march music). 

 

 

Table A.1. Jeongak (court music). 

Jeryeak  

(ritual music) 

Pungryuak  

(indoor music) 

Jeongga  

(vocal music) 

Gochwiak 

(march music) 

Jongmyo Jeryeak 

Munmyo Jeryeak 

Yeongsanhoesang 

Cheon-nyeon-manse 

Gagok 

Gasa 

Sijo 

Daechwita 

Chwita 

Gilgoonak 

Giltaryeong 

 

 

A.2.1.1 Jeryeak 

Jeryeak, also called jeak, refers to music played during the rituals of jerye, which include 

cheonsin (God of the sky), jisin (God of the earth) and insin (God of the people). Jerye is a 

                                                      
113

 Chul-hwa Kim, “The Musical Ideology and Style of Isang Yun, as Reflected in His Concerto for Violoncello 
and Orchestra,” (DMA diss., University of Illinois, 1997), 30. 
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traditional Korean ancestral ritual formality going back nearly five hundred years.
114

 Koreans 

believed that when people die their spirits do not depart right away, but stay with their 

descendents for four generations. During this period, descendents held a rite of remembrance for 

their ancestors on special days such as chuseok (Korean Thanksgiving) and seolnal (New Year’s 

Day). Jerye was the biggest national ceremony in Korea. Several kinds of jerye had appeared by 

the late Joseon Dynasty, such as wonguje, sajikje, jongmyoje, munmyoje, seonnongje and 

seonjamje, but since 1910 only jongmyoje and munmyoje have survived.
115

 

Jongmyo Jeryeak 

Jongmyo jerye,
116

 also known as jongmyo daeje, is a jerye for worshipping the deceased 

royal family of the Joseon Dynasty. Traditionally, the King of this dynasty and his sons held 

jongmyo jerye several times a year, but since 1969 the ritual has been held on the first day of May 

at the Jongmyo shrine in Seoul, South Korea.
117

 

Jongmyo jeryeak, also called jongmyoak, refers to the music played during the jerye of 

Jongmyo and Yeongnyeongjeon to celebrate and bring enjoyment to the spirits invited to the 

jerye.
118

 Jongmyo jeryeak is played by a double orchestra called deungga and heonga. Deungga 

is seated on the upper level of a terrace and heonga members are placed on the lower.
119

 Several 

instruments, such as the daegeum, dangpiri, ajaeng, haegeum, janggu, pyeongyeong and 

pyeonjong, are used for jeryeak. 

Vocal music, called akjang, also appears in the performance of jeryeak as a part of the 

instrumental music. Sixty-four dancers are accompanied in the performance with instruments in 

                                                      
114

 Encyclopedia of Korean Culture, s.v. “Jerye,” accessed November 10, 2013, 
http://encykorea.aks.ac.kr/. 

115
 Encyclopedia of Korean Culture, s.v. “Jeryeak,” accessed November 10, 2013, 

http://encykorea.aks.ac.kr/. 
116

 Jongmyo jerye and Jongmyo jeryeak have been designated as “important intangible Cultural Assets Nos. 1 
and 56,” and were both designated as the first of South Korea's “Masterpieces of the Oral and Intangible Heritage of 
Humanity” by UNESCO May 18, 2001.116 

117
 Encyclopedia of Korean Culture, s.v. “Jongmyo Jerye,” accessed November 10, 2013, 

http://encykorea.aks.ac.kr/. 
118

 Jongmyo, originally called Jeongjeon or Taemyo (the grave of King Taejo), is a shrine dedicated to the 

nineteen deceased kings and thirty deceased queens of the Joseon Dynasty, all of whom were honored for their great 

achievements. Yeongnyeongjeon is located on the west side of Jongmyo and dedicated to the fifteen kings and 

seventeen queens who had fewer or no achievements. 
119

 Deungga on the upper and heonga on the lower level symbolize the harmony of yin and yang, the basic 

elements of Korean traditional philosophy and music. 
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hand. The music of jongmyo jeryeak originally derived from Chinese court music, but, in 1447, 

King Sejong (1397-1450)
120

 composed Botaepyeong and, in 1462, Jeongdaeup, largely based on 

hyangak (indigenous Korean court music), using these pieces for jongmyo jeryeak rituals.
121

 Of 

the fifteen Botaepyeong eleven have survived and, along with the original eleven Jeongdaeup, are 

played for these events. 

Munmyo Jeryeak 

Munmyo jerye, also called seokjeondaeje or seokjeonje, is a ritual piece for Confucius and 

his sixteen pupils, who include Anja, Jeongja, Maengja, Seolchong and Chiwon Choi at Munmyo, 

the Confucian shrine.
122

 The music of the munmyo jerye was adopted from China during the 

reign of King Yejong (1079-1122), of the Goryeo period (918-1392). However, the original 

munmyo jeryeak disappeared in China and only six of fifteen works (goseongung, 

hwangjonggung, ichikgung, jungryeogung, namryeogung and songs in hwangjonggung) remain, 

still performed in Korea.
123

  

For munmyo jeryeak, only abu instruments (instruments used for aak, Korean court music 

originating from China) are used that are made of paleum (eight materials used to make Korean 

traditional instruments) while the instruments of aak, dangak and hyangak are combined for 

playing jongmyo jeryeak. Munmyo jeryeak is also played by a double orchestra, deungga and 

heonga. Deungga is consists of instruments such as geum, bak, eoh, hun, jeok, ji, pyeonjong, 

pyeongyeong, seul, so, teukjong and yak, and heonga consists of bak, bu, chuk, eoh, hun, jeok, ji, 

jiang-gu, nodo, nogo, pyeongyeong, pyeonjong and yak. 

A.2.1.2 Pungryuak 

Pungryuak, also called bangjungak (music for indoor performance), or julpungryu (string 

pungryu), refers to music enjoyed by scholars in their guest rooms. The main instrument of the 

purgryuak is the geomungo; this instrument is accompanied by the gayageum, haegeum, 

yanggeum, daegeum, piri and the janggu. 
                                                      

120
 King Sejong is the fourth king of Joseon. King Sejong is best known for creating Hangeul (Korean alphabet) 

but he was very keen on music. He had absolute pitch and made the instruments such as pyeongyeong and pyeonjong. 
121

 Seong-jae Lee, 38-39. 
122

 Munmyo refers to the tomb of King Munseon (B.C.551-479), the Confucius. Munmyo shrine is also called 

Sung Kyun kwan, a famous educational institute in the Joseon Dynasty and now Sung Kyun Kwan University. 
123

 Seong-cheon Lee et al., 131-132. 
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Yeongsanhoesang 

Yeongsanhoesang is the most popular repertoire of pungryuak. The origin of 

yeongsanhoesang is unknown but the term originated from the seven-word chant yeong-san-hoe-

sang-bul-bo-sal, which later became an instrumental music of its own.
124

 Although 

yeongsanhoesang usually refers to the hyeonak (string) yeongsanhoesang, it is categorized into 

three types. 

Hyeonak yeongsanhoesang is also called julpungryu (string pungryu), junggwangjigok or 

geomungo hoesang, because it uses the geomungo, the leading instrument of the hyeonak 

yeongsanhoesang. Generally, the instruments used for hyeonak yeongsanhoesang are geomungo, 

gayageum, haegeum, daegeum, sepiri and janggu, but yanggeum and danso are added 

occasionally. To make the sounds of string instruments come out, wind instruments and 

percussion (sepiri, daegeum and janggu) are played very softly.
125

 The music of hyeonak 

yeongsanhoesang consists of sangyeongsan, jungyeongsan, seyeongsan, garakdodeuri, 

samhyeondodeuri, hahyeondodeuri, yeombuldodeuri, taryeong and gunak. It starts with the 

slowest melody of sangyeongsan piece and gradually quickens tempo. All nine pieces are played 

without intermission.  

Sangyeongsan is an early version of the yeongsanhoesang and thus called bonyeongsan 

(original yeongsan). It has four parts and starts with the geomungo solo. Sangyeongsan is derived 

from the vocal chant yeongsan hoesang bulbosal. Because of its slow tempo, it is also called 

ginyeongsan (long yeongsan). 

 

 

Example A.7. Sangyeongsan, from hyeonak yeongsanhoesang. 

 

                                                      
124

 Seong-cheon Lee et al., 103. 
125

 Ibid. 
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Jungyeongsan is derived from sangyeongsan and uses the same jangdan (rhythmic pattern) 

as sangyeongsan. Jungyeongsan has five parts, the last jangdan of the fifth section accelerates 

and uses yeoneum (a lengthened sound) in order to be connected with seyeongsan. 

 

 

Example A.8. Jungyeongsan, from hyeonak yeongsanhoesang. 

 

 

 

Seyeongsan is the subdivided version of jungyeongsan. It has five sections, the last phrase of 

each using the same melody. Because the tempo of the seyeongsan is faster compared to the 

sangyeongsan or jungyeongsan, it is also called janyeongsan (or fast yeongsan).
126

 

 

 

Example A.9. Seyeonsang from hyeonak yeongsanhoesang. 

 

 

 

Garakdeuri is a variation of the first, second and third sections of the seyeongsan, and uses 

the same jangdan as the seyeongsan. The tempo is similar to seyeongsan but, as its name 

describes (garakdeuri literally means “melody extracted”), the melody is simpler than that of the 

seyeongsan. Final phrases in each section of garakdeuri use the same melody as the seyeongsan. 

 

                                                      
126

 Encyclopedia of Doosan, s.v. “Seyeongsan,” accessed December 10, 2013, 
http://doopedia.co.kr/. 
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Example A.10. Garakdeuri from hyeonak yeongsanhoesang. 

 

 

 

Samhyeondodeuri is part of the dodeuri jangdan and has four sections with similar melodies 

repeated in each. Samhyeondodeuri is also called sanghyeondodeuri (or upper-string dodeuri) as 

the antithesis to the hahyeondodeuri (lower-string dodeuri) that follows. 

 

 

Example A.11. Samhyeondodeuri from hyeonak yeongsanhoesang.

 

 

 

Hahyeondodeuri is a variation of the first and second sections of the samhyeondodeuri. It 

has four sections and is also in dodeuri jangdan. Hahyeondodeuri can be divided into two 

sections. The melody of the first half is in the low register, jumping to the high register in the last 

half of the piece. Since the main melody of hahyeondodeuri is primarily in the low register, it is 

played on the geomungo and the daegeum. 

 

 

Example A.12. Hahyeondodeuri from hyeonak yeongsanhoesang. 
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Yeombuldodeuri consists of four sections and uses the same dodeuri jangdan with 

samhyeondodeuri. It is often used for accompaniment in the court dance. 

 

 

Example A.13. Yeombuldodeuri from hyeonak yeongsanhoesang. 

 

 

 

Taryeong has four sections and is played in the taryeong jangdan.  

 

 

Example A.14. Taryeong, from hyeonak yeongsanhoesang. 

 

 

 

Gunak, the last piece of the hyeonak yeongsanhoesang, has four sections. It uses a similar 

jangdan as taryeong, but is played slightly faster. 

 

 

Example A.15. Gunak, from hyeonak yeongsanhoesang. 

 

 

 

Gwanak (wind) yeongsanhoesang, also called daepungryu (bamboo pungryu), samhyeon 

yeongsanhoesang, or pyojeong-manbangjigok, is played mainly by wind instruments, such as the 

daegeum, hyangpiri, haegeum,
127

 jwago and janggu, all of which are made of bamboo. The sixth 

                                                      
127

 The string instrument haegeum is played in gwanak (wind) yeongsanhoesang repertoire because haegeum can 
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melody of hahyeondodeuri is excluded in gwanak yeongsanhoesang. Gwanak yeongsanhoesang 

is usually played as accompaniment for the court dance jeongjae. 

 

 

 

Example A.16. Sangyeongsan, from gwanak yeongsanhoesang. 

 

 

 

 

Lastly, pyeongjo yeongsanhoesang, also called yuchosinjigok or chwitaepyeongjigok, starts 

with the fourth lower tunes of hyeonak and gwanak yeongsanhoesang.
128

 It is a far larger piece 

than both hyeonak and gwanak yeongsanhoesang as both string and wind instruments are used. 

The instruments used for pyeongjo yeongsanhoesang are geomungo, gayageum, haegeum, ajaeng 

(string), hyangpiri, sogeum (wind) and percussion instruments such as buk and janggu. The sixth 

melody of hahyeondodeuri is also excluded in pyeongjo yeongsanhoesang.  

 

 

 

 

Example A.17. Samhyeondodeuri, from pyeongjo yeongsanhoesang. 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                            

be played by both string and wind ensembles as stated in chapter 2.  
128

 Pyeongjo means transposed mode. However, unlike Western music transposition, Korean traditional music is 

transposed according to the technique of the instruments and the sound range. 
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A.2.1.3 Jeongga 

Jeongga means “correct (or “right”) song” and refers to the vocal music of jeongak, 

including gagok, gasa and sijo. The term jeongga is used as the antithesis to the “sokga,” which 

is vocal folk music. Jeongga was primarily played by upper-class people called yangban.
129

 

Gagok 

Together with pansori and beompae, gagok is a representative of traditional song in Korea. 

Gagok are songs setting of texts by Korean poets, accompanied by an orchestra of Korean 

traditional string and wind instruments, such as geomungo, gayageum, haegeum, daegeum, sepiri 

(small piri, a double reed instrument) and janggu. The danso (vertical bamboo flute) and 

yanggeum are also added occasionally. Gagok originates from melodies from the mandaeyeop, 

jungdaeyeop and sakdaeyeop conveyed in many musical scores.
130

 In the early Joseon period, 

the mandaeyeop was the more often used repertoire, but was replaced by jungdaeyeop because of 

the slow tempo of mandaeyeop. By the eighteenth century, the sakdaeyeop became popular in a 

faster tempo and has been sung until this day.
131 Two kinds of jangdan are used for gagok.  

 

 

 

Example A.18. Gagok jangdan. 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
129

 Yangban was the ruling class of the Goryeo and Joseon period.  
130

 Mandaeyeop, jungdaeyeop and sakdaeyeop are vocal pieces of the Joseon period. “Daeyeop” literally means 

“big leaf.” 
131

 Seong-jae Lee, 53. 
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Gasa 

Gasa is a traditional Korean song with a long narrative. Because of its irregular narrative, it 

has no fixed forms.
132

 There are twelve pieces of gasa, called sibee gasa (twelve gasa).
133

 Eight 

of these, baekgusa (a song about the nature), chunmyeongok (a song about the spring), eobusa (a 

song about a man’s life), gweonjuga (a song about drinking), gilgunak (march music), 

hwanggyesa (a song about farewell), jukjisa (a song about women whose husbands died) and 

sangsabyeolgok (a song about farewell), were composed by Hagyuil (1867-1937, singer) in the 

late Joseon period. Limgijun (1868-1940, singer) wrote cheosaga (a song about life in the nature), 

maehwataryeong (a love song), suyangsanga (a song about life) and yangyangga (a song about 

patrotism).
134

 Gasa can be sung without the accompaniment, but is sometimes accompanied by 

the daegeum, piri, haegeum and janggu. 

 

 

Example A.19. Gasa jangdan. 

 

 

                                                      
132

 Seong-cheon Lee et al., 143. 
133

 Twelve gasa are twelve songs composed for Korean poems. The writers of the poems are unknown as 

composers of most Korean traditional music are unknown. 
134

 Seong-jae Lee, 55. 
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Sijo 

The term sijo originates from si-jeol-ga-jo, which means “contemporary popular 

song.”135
 Sijo is a traditional Korean poetic form consisting of three lines sung alone or with 

accompaniment of janggu. Each line, respectively called chojang, jungjang and jongjang, has an 

average of fourteen to sixteen syllables, each syllable in regular meter. In chojang, a situation or 

theme is introduced. A development or turn happens in the jungjang and jongjang (or conclusion) 

begins with a twist or resolution with a counter theme. The tempo of sijo is very slow; thus, the 

rhythmic pattern can hardly be heard. Sijo uses simple melodies and dynamics play an important 

role in dramatizing the text.
136

 

Sijo is written in five- and eight-beat patterns (jangdan). 

 

 

Example A.20. Sijo jangdan. 

 

 

 

 

Table A.2. Form in sijo.
137

 

Jang (line) 1 gu (phrase) 2 gu (phrase) 3 gu (phrase) 4 gu (phrase) 

Chojang (1st line) 3 4 3 (4) 4 

Jungjang (2nd line) 3 4 4 (3) 4 

Jongjang (3rd line) 3 (fixed) 5 (6) 4 3 (4) 

 

 

 

                                                      
135

 Encyclopedia of Doosan, s.v. “Sijo,” accessed November 10, 2013, 
http://doopedia.co.kr/. 

136
 Encyclopedia of Korean Traditional Music Terms, s.v. “Sijo,” accessed December 1, 2013, 

http://terms.naver.com/. 
137

 One gu (phrase) of the jongjang is fixed to three syllables, but the others might be slightly changed within 

one or two syllables. 
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Example A.21. 

Hayeoga and dansimga.
138

 

 

하여가 (이방원)  

이런들 (3) 엇더하며(4) 저런들 (3) 엇더하리 (4) 

만수산 (3) 드렁칡이 (4) 얽어진들 (4) 엇더하리 (4) 

우리도 (3) 이갓치얽어져 (6) 백년까지 (4) 누리리라 (4) 

 

Bangwon Lee’s sijo (Hayeoga) 

What matters if I go this way, or that way? 

What matters if arrowroots of Mt. Mansu get tangled together? 

Tangled likewise, let us prosper for hundred years. 

 

단심가 (정몽주) 

이몸이 (3) 주거주거 (4) 일백번 (3) 고쳐주거 (4) 

백골이 (3) 진토되여 (4) 넉시라도 (4) 잇고업고 (4) 

님향한 (3) 일편단심이야 (6) 가실줄이 (4) 이시랴 (3) 

 

Mongju Jeong's sijo (Dansimga) 

Though I die and die again a hundred times, 

That my bones turn to dust and dirt, whether my soul remains or not, 

Ever loyal to my Lord, how can this singleness of heart ever fade away. 

 

 

The original sijo was the pyeongsijo. The pyeongsijo has only one garak (melody) but uses 

various texts. The pyeongsijo was sung by various kinds of people from commoners to the upper 

class people but it was mostly sung by the upper class people (yangban). Thus, it was also called 

the sadaebu sijo (nobility sijo).  

Saseolsijo appeared in the nineteenth century. Because it has longer texts, it is also called 

jangsijo (long sijo). The rhythm is more complicated than pyeongsijo. Saseolsijo was sung mostly 

by ordinary people such as workers and house wives.  

                                                      
138

 Hayeoga and Dansimga are famous sijo of the Goryeo Dynasty, written by Bangwon Lee (1367-1422), who 

became King Taejong of the Joseon Dynasty, and Jeong Mongju (1337-1392), a loyal vassal of Goryeo Dynasty. 

Bangwon Lee dedicated Hayeoga to Mongju Jeong to win his heart (in loyalty), but Mongju Jeong answered with 

Dansimga to refuse the betrayal against his country, Goryeo Dynasty. Eventually, Bangwon Lee killed Mongju 

Jeong and established the Joseon Dynasty.  
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Example A.22. Pyeongsijo. 

 
 

Example A.23. Saseolsijo. 
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A.2.1.4 Gochwiak 

Gochwiak (or march music) is music performed during the march for the king with the 

military. The orchestra of gochwiak is called the chwitadae. The instruments used for chwitadae 

are the chwi (reed) and the ta (stroke) instruments such as the jabara, jing, nagak, napal and 

yeonggo. 

Daechwita 

Among several kinds of gochwiak, daechwita, the most famous piece, has seven repeated 

sections. Daechwita is also called muryeongjigok. The chwi, or wind instruments of daechwita 

are taepyeongso, nabal and nagak, and the ta, or percussion instruments are buk, jabara, janggu, 

jing and yonggo. Among these, taepyeongso only plays the melody. The performance of 

daechwita begins when the conductor called jipsa, shouting “myeong-geum-eeha-dae-chwita, 

means “play the jing (a large gong) twice and start the daechwita.”  

 
 

Example A.24. Excerpt from daechwita. 
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Chwita 

Chwita refers to an orchestral arrangement of the daechwita’s taepyeongso melody. It is also 

called manpajeongsikjigok, or suyonamgeukjigok, and includes seven sections. The instruments 

used for chwita are the sogeum, daegeum, hyangpiri, danso, haegeum, ajaeng, geomungo, 

gayageum, yanggeum, pyeonjong, pyeongyeong, janggu and jwago. 

 

 
Example A.25. Excerpt from chwita
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Gilgunak 

The term gilgunak (or street marching band) is used for music played in the street. It is 

ordinarily played after the chwita, as the final piece. Because gilgunak is played in the street, 

string instruments played only while seated must be excluded. Gilgunak has four sections, the last 

of which is modulated and connected to the giltaryeong. 

 

 

 

 

Example A.26. Gilgunak. 

 

 

 

 

 

Giltaryeong 

Giltaryeong is a piece for wind ensemble that uses a variation of taryeong from 

yeongsanhoesang. The instruments used for giltaryeong are daegeum, hyangpiri, haegeum, 

janggu and jwago.  

 

 

 

 

Example A.27. Giltaryeong. 
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A.2.2 Minsogak (Folk Music) 

Minsogak is folk music enjoyed by the working and lower classes. 

 

 

Table A.3. Minsogak (folk music). 

Vocal music Instrumental music Religious music 

Minyo (folk song) 

Pansori (dramatic form) 

Danga (warm up song) 

Jabga (various folk song) 

Seonsori (standing song) 

Sanjo (solo instrumental) 

Sinawi (improvised music) 

Pungmulnori (play) 

Beompae (Buddhist music) 

Musok (Shaman music) 

 

 

 

A.2.2.1 Vocal music 

Minyo 

Minyo is folk song created and enjoyed by commoners, such as farmers and fishermen. 

Anyone might create and sing minyo as no rules or official ways exclude anyone from creating 

and performing such songs. Most minyo are anonymous and have been orally transmitted.
139

 

Minyo have mostly been sung in the struggle for the cooperation of the many.
140

  

Categorizing minyo follows two methods, the first of which is subdivided into two: the 

hyangtominyo (rural area minyo) and the tongsokminyo (folk minyo). Hyangtominyo (also called 

tosok minyo) was sung within a limited region. These songs have a simple melody and were 

transmitted by indigenous people. Hyangtominyo can be categorized into nongyo (farming song), 

eohyo (fishing song), nodongyo (work song), eoasikyo (wedding or funeral song), boonyeoyo 

(housework song) and dongyo (children song) according to the situations in which they were 

sung.  

 

                                                      
139

 In a dialogue with Luise Rinser, Isang Yun remarked that “Traditionally, Far Eastern musicians do not show 
their names on their work. It comes from the philosophy that musical works are not their own.” 

140
 Seong-jae Lee, 63. 
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Table A.4. Classification of hyangtominyo. 

Nongyo farming songs Mochigisori, Mosimgisori, Nonmaegisori, 

Byeotajaksori, Bangachitneunsori, Boritajaksori 

Eohyo fishing songs Julkkogisori, Baenaerigisori, Nojeotgisori, 

Geumuldanggigisori, Gogipuneunsori, Myeolchi 

hurineunsori 

Nodongyo work songs (except 

fishing and farming) 

Kkolbegisori, Namunaerineunsori, Mulresori, 

Beteusori, Manggeontteugisori 

Eoasikyo wedding or funeral songs Balinsori, Woonsangsori, Jajinwoonsangsori, 

Dangusori, Jisibalgisori 

Boonyeoyo housework songs Sijipsarisori, Aegieureunsori, Sinsehantanga, 

Namultteutgisori, Baneujilnorae, Palraesori, 

Banganorae 

Dongyo children songs Daemunnori, Sokupnori, Oetaginorae, 

Giwabarginorae, Namsaenganolara, Geominorae 

 

 

Tongsokminyo was sung in many regions of Korea and is more refined, even exquisite, 

compared to the hyangtominyo. While hyangtominyo could be composed and sung by anybody, 

tongsokminyo were primarily written and performed by professional entertainers, called soriggun. 

The tongsokminyo is divided in terms of the musical features and region.  

 

 

Table A.5. Classification of tongsokminyo according to region and musical features.  

 Region Characteristics Repertoire 

Gyeonggi Minyo Seoul, 

Gyeonggi, 

Chungcheongdo 

pentatonic scales Arirang, Changbutaryeong, 

Dorajitaryeong, 

Goonbamtaryeong,  

Namdo Minyo Jeollado use of mostly jumgmori 

and jungjungmori 

jangdans used for pansori 

and sanjo 

Jindo arirang, Nongbuga, 

Ganggangsoolrae, 

Saetaryeong 

Seodo Minyo Hwanghaedo no instrumental 

accompaniment, 

nasal sounds 

Sanyeombool, 

Jajinyeombool, Susimga 

Pyeongando Aewongok, Ginari, Jajinari 
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Table A.5. - continued 

Dongbu Minyo Gyeongsangdo fast tempos, semachi, 

jungjungmori, jajinmori, 

and danmori rhythms 

Milyangarirang, 

Ulsanagassi, Ongheya 

Hamgyeongdo jungmori and etmori 

rhythms 

Aewonseong, 

Singosantaryeong, 

Goolchodaenggi 
Gangwondo jajin gootgeori rhythms 

Jeju Minyo Jeju pyeongjo, mostly 

nodongyo (working songs) 

Yeeeosana, Odolttogi, 

 

 

Example A.28. Hyangtominyo of Gyeonggi Goyang area
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Example A.29. Representative tongsokminyo of each area 
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Pansori 

As stated in Chapter 3, the ‘pan’ of pansori translates to “a space where people gather” and 

‘sori’ means sound. The pansori is a traditional Korean dramatic form performed by a soloist, 

called soriggun, and a janggu player, or gosu, in a large place. The soriggun’s song delivers an 

epic story; these narratives are called aniri, and are accompanied by the gosu. The soriggun 

impersonates all roles of the aniri, and so must excel at changing voices for each. Pansori 

originally consisted of twelve madang (episodes), only five of which–– chunhyangga, 

simcheongga, heungbuga, jeokbyeokga and sugungga––have survived.
141

 Performances of each 

madang (episode) usually take hours. The longest madang is simcheongga and lasts eight hours 

without break. The virtuosic vocal technique and a heavy or hoarse vocal timbre are required for 

soriggun. These are obtained through extended and difficult training, such as shouting on a 

                                                      
141

 Seong-cheon Lee et al., 160. 
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mountain until hoarse, a condition called deukeum
142

.  

The role of the gosu and the audience is as important as that of the soriggun. During a 

performance, the gosu or audience exclaim words, called chuimsae, like "bravo!" or "nice!" to 

urge on and encourage the soriggun. The pansori traditionally has been enjoyed by various 

audiences, from commoners to jungin (middle-class), to yangban (upperclass). However, it is 

mostly appreciated by commoners, to express feelings of joy, anger, sorrow and pleasure.  

For pansori, seven jangdan, such as jinyangjo, jungmori, jungjungmori, jajinmori, hwimori, 

etmori and eotjungmori are used in a range tempos; andante, moderato and presto. These rhythms 

are selected to show the different emotions––sadness, happiness, idleness, or urgency––and also 

to indicate a specific character.
143

 For example, jinyangjo is used to express a peaceful moment 

while whimori jangdan is used to portray a busy or urgent situation. The tempo of the rhythm 

changes according to these situations. 

 

 

Example A.30. Pansori jangdan. 

 

                                                      
142

 Deukeum refers to the final stage required for a master singer of pansori.  
143

 Seong-cheon Lee et al., 161. 
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Pansori can be categorized as dongpyeonje (pansori of Eastern area), seopyeonje (pansori of 

Western area), or junggoje (pansori of middle area), according to the region in which it is 

developed. Dongpyeonje refers to the pansori of the eastern province of Jeonla-do. It has woojo 

(a type of mode) as prevalent mode, and the ending of the sori (song) is short, while seopyeonje, 

sung in the western province of Jeonlado, primarily uses gyemyeonjo and a longer ending of the 

sori.
144

 Junggoje, the pansori of Gyeonggido and Chungcheongdo provinces, is similar to the 

dongpyeonje. 

Danga 

Danga is a brief song sung as a warm-up before beginning the pansori. The rhythm and 

melody are much simpler than for pansori. Jukjangmanghye, woondampunggyeong, 

gangsangpungwol, gogocheonbyeon, jingukmyeongsan, pyeonsichun, honamga, mangogangsan, 

jangbuga and baekbalga are the representative of the danga repertoire. 

 

 

Example A.31. Excerpt of jingukmyeongsan. 

 

 

 

Jabga  

Jabga refers to songs flourishing between the end of the Joseon Dynasty and the beginning 

of the twentieth-century. The jabga was influenced by gasa, pansori and minyo. The story and the 

form of jabga are various. For example, sangsaga is a love song and gwonjuga is a drinking song. 

Jabga are categorized as Gyeonggijabga or Seodo jabga, according to the regions where they 

originate. Seonsori (standing song) can also be included in jabga. Gyeonggijabga is divided into 

twelve jabga and whimori (a type of jangdan) jabga. These twelve jabga are sung in Seoul and 

the Gyeonggi province. They are also called “Gyeonggijwachang,” (or Gyeonggi “seated songs”) 

                                                      
144

 Three modes––woojo, gyemyeonjo, and pyeongjo––are used for pansori. Woojo refers to using the melody of 

gagok and sijo of jeongak for pansori. Its notes are G-A-C-D-E.  
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as they were sung while seated. The twelve jobga comprise yusanga, jeokbyeokga, jebiga, 

jibjangga, sochunhyangga, seonyuga, pyeongyangga, hyeongjangga, dalgeori, sibjangga, 

chulinga and bangmulga. 

 

 

Example A.32. Excerpt of yusanga, one of twelve jabga. 

 

 

 

The tempo of the whimori jabga is faster than that of the twelve jabga, and its story is 

humorous. Although similar to the saseol sijo, the whimori uses different jangdan. The main 

songs of whimori jabga are yukchilwolheurinnal, gombo taryeong, saengmaejaba, 

manhakcheonbong, hanjan bueora, byeongjeong taryeong, sungeom taryeong, gisaeng taryeong, 

bawi taryeong and bidan taryeong. 

 

 

Example A.33. Excerpt from yukchilweolheurinnal, an example of whimori jabga. 

 

 

 

Seodo jabga is sung in the Pyeongando and Hwanghaedo provinces. Just as the twelve 

jabga are called gyeonggi jwachang (seated song), seodo jabga is called seodo jwachang (seated 

song), the latter sung without any jangdan. One of the seodo jabga, gwansanyungma, is also 

called sichang (poet song) as it is sung as if reading from a book.
145

 

 

 

                                                      
145

 Seong-cheon Lee et al., 169. 
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Example A.34. Excerpt of gwansanyungma from Seodo jabga. 

 

 

 

Seonsori  

Seonsori (liteally, “standing song”) is also called ipchang, and played while standing. The 

seonsori was first sung in Gyeonggido province. Seonsori of the Gyeonggido area spread to other 

areas and influenced Seodo seonsori and Namdo seonsori. 

 

 

Example A.35. Excerpt of hwachosageori, a Seodo seonsori. 

 

 

 

A.2.2.2 Instrumental music 

Sanjo 

Sanjo literally means “scattered melody” and is an instrumental version of pansori. The 

sanjo is played by a solo instrument, such as the gayageum, geomungo, ajaeng, haegeum, 

daegeum or piri, with the accompaniment of the janggu. A sanjo is similar to the sonata form in 

Western music. Like in pansori, the audience’s chuimsae (cheering up the player) and the gosu 

(janggu player) play an important role in the sanjo performance. The sanjo developed from 

shaman music (music used for the ceremony of the exorcism), like sinawi (improvised 

instrumental music originally accompanying the rites of Korean shamanism), to express 
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virtuosity and musical imagination on a single instrument.
146

 Sanjo flourished in the southern 

provinces of Gyeonggido, Chungcheongdo and Jeollado. 

The sanjo are made up of six movements, starting with the slowest jinyangjo, accelerating to 

the faster jungmori, jungjungmori, even quicker jajinmori, whimori and ending with the fastest, 

the danmori. The melody of the sanjo, as its name (scattered melodies) implies, can be 

improvised within a fixed framework of rhythm and mode. 

Among the sanjo, gayageum sanjo is the earliest and most famous, first performed and 

developed by Changjo Kim (1856-1919, gayageum player) in Namdo area at the end of the 

nineteenth century. 

The geomungo sanjo was developed by Nakjun Baek (1876-1930, geomungo player) by 

imitating his father Seondal Baek’s performances of pansori. Because of the masculine beauty of 

geomungo, singers might express happiness, anger, sadness and excitement through the 

instrument. Geomungo sanjo are the most important of its repertoire. They primarily use 

jinyangjo, jungmori, jungjungmori, eotmori and jajinmori rhythms. 

The Haegeum sanjo was created by Yong-gu Ji (1857-1938, haegeum player) and developed 

by his son Young-hee Ji (1909-1979, haegeum player), thus called “Ji Young-hee ryu haegeum 

sanjo (Ji Young-hee style haegeum sanjo).” These sanjo use such jangdan as jinyangjo, jungmori, 

jungjungmori, gutgeori and jajin mori. They are usually played in modes such as woojo, 

pyeongjo, gyemyeonjo, gyeong dereum and gyeonggi sinawije. Another type of haegeum sanjo 

was developed by Beom-soo Hahn (1911-1984, haegeum and daegeum player), a pupil of Young-

hee Ji. “Beom-soo Hahn ryu haegeum sanjo (Beom-soo Hahn style haegeum sanjo)” use the 

jinyangjo, jungmori, jungjungmori jandans, and modes of woojo, pyeongjo and gyemyeonjo. 

 

 

Example A.36. Excerpt of jinyangjo, from Ji young-hee ryu sanjo. 
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 Seong-jae Lee, 109. 
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The instruments used for sanjo, especially the gayageum, daegeum and ajaeng, are smaller 

than those used for jeongak. These instruments are called sanjo gayageum, sanjo daegeum and 

sanjo ajaeng. 

 

 

Sinawi 

Sinawi is an improvised instrumental music originally accompanying the rites of Korean 

shamanism.
147

 Sinawi can be divided into two types: one used for accompanying the shaman 

ritual and performed extemporaneously; the other for enjoying the sinawi music on the stage. The 

instruments used for the proto-type sinawi (accompanying the shaman ritual) are daegeum, piri, 

haegeum, janggu and jing, but for the staged performance, gayageum, geomungo and ajaeng can 

be added. Sinawi’s importance lies in its influence on the development of pansori and sanjo.
148

  

 

 

 
 

Example A.37. Excerpts of salpuri from sinawi. 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
147

 Seong-cheon Lee et al., 158. 
148

 Ibid., 159. 
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Pungmulnori  

Pungmulnori, originally called nongak, is the first of the six nori (plays) of Namsadang-

pae.
149

 Pungmulnori is farmer’s band music traditionally played for farm work on events such as 

New Year’s Day, the full moon and Chuseok (Korean Thanksgiving Day). The instruments used 

for pungmulnori are mostly percussive such as the kkwenggari, jing, janggu, buk and sogo. 

Drumming is a central element of pungmulnori; dancers and singers often participate in the sogo 

(small drum) following the drummers. The dancers usually perform acrobatics wearing sangmo, 

hats with long ribbons tied to them. The pungmulnori is led by a kkwenggari player, called a 

sangsoe. The sangsoe player changes the jangdan while performing and dancing. Actors, called 

japsaek, also impersonate clowns, yangban (upper class people), or monks, blurring the 

boundaries between performers and audience.  

 

 

Example A.38. Jangdan used for Pyeongtaek pungmulnori. 

 

                                                      
149

 “Nori” literally means “to play” and the namsadangpae were groups of men who roamed the countryside 

during the Joseon Dynasty, entertaining with music, dance and acrobatics. Regarded as the lowest echelon of society, 

namsadangpae were welcomed by commoners because of the entertainment they provided. 
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A.2.2.3 Religious Music 

Beompae 

Beompae, also called beomeum and eosan, literally means “the sound of India.” This music 

is used for Buddhist ceremonies performed by special monks who have undergone a long period 

of training. Similar to the Gregorian chant, beompae music is monophonic with no discernible 

rhythm. Songs of beompae comprise anchaebisori, bakkatchaebisori, hwacheong and hoesimgok. 

Anchaebisori are also called yeombul and sung by an anchaebi (a monk who lives in a temple). 

Bakkatchaebisori are sung by an invited professional beompaeseung (a monk who sings 

bakkatchaebisori professionally), or beompae singers.  

There are two kinds of bakkatchaebisori. Hotsori is similar to the Gyeongsangdo minyo. The 

other type of bakkatchaebi is the jitsori, sung by a beompaeseung who has mastered the hotsori. 

Usual performance time is thirty to forty minutes, and the text and melody are complicated.
150

 

Hwacheong and hoesimgok are narrative songs. While the texts of anchaebisori and 

bakkatchaebisori are in Chinese, the text of hwacheong is in Korean and can be easily understood 

by listeners.
151

 These songs are similar to Gyeonggido minyo and used primarily etmori rhythms. 

 

 

Example A.39. Anchaebisori.

  
                                                      

150
 Seong-cheon Lee et al., 182. 

151
 Encyclopedia of Doosan, s.v. “Beompae,” accessed November 10, 2013, 

http://doopedia.co.kr/. 
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Example A.40. Hotsori. 

 

 

 

 

 

Example A.41. Jitsori. 

 

 

 

 

 

Example A.42. Hwacheong. 
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Muak 

The term muak is short for musokeumak (shaman music), and refers to music used for the 

ceremony of the gut (or exorcism). According to the musical character of the region, muak is 

categorized as either Seoul or Gyeonggido muak, Jeonlado or Chungcheongdo muak, 

Gyeongsangdo or Gangwondo muak and Pyeongando or Hwanghaedo muak, all similar to the 

classifications of minyo. The instruments used for Seoul and Gyeonggido muak are haegeum, piri, 

daegeum, janggoo, buk, bara, bangwool, kkwenggwari and jing. These instruments are also used 

for Hwanghaedo and Pyeongando muak, but for Hwanghaedo gut, the gugubangwool (an 

instrument used mostly for muak, it is an instrument that has several bells) is added. The 

Jeonlado and Chungcheongdo muak rarely use haegeum, and Gyeongsangdo and Gangwondo 

muak use primarily percussion instruments such as kkewenggwari, janggu, jing and bara. 

Kkewenggwari and janggu are played only by males, while jing and bara are played by females. 

 

 

Example A.43. Jangdan used for the Jindo sitgimgut. 
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Example A.43 – continued 
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APPENDIX B 

PICTURES OF KOREAN TRADITIONAL INSTRUMENTS 

Banghyang Bak Bu 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Buk Chuk Do 

 

  
 

Eoh Eung-go Galgo 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure B.1. Korean traditional percussion instruments. 
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Geongo Gyobanggo Jabara 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Janggu Jeolgo Jingo 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jing Junggo Nodo 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure B.1. - continued 
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Nogo Noedo Noego 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pyeongyeong Pyeonjong Sakgo 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sogo Teukgyeong Teukjong 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure B.1. continued 
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Woonra Yonggo Yeonggo 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Yeongdo 

 

 

Figure B.1. continued 
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Chojeok Danso Dangjeok Geum 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Gwan Hun Jeok Ji 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nabal Nagak Piri Saengwhang 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
So Sogwanja Taepyeongso Tungso 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Yak 

 

 

Figure B.2. Korean traditional wind instruments. 
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APPENDIX C 

REPRINT PERMISSION LETTER FROM BOOSEY & HAWKES 
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APPENDIX D 

CAPTURES OF PERMISSION TO USE THE PICTURES  

OF KOREAN TRADITIONAL INSTRUMENTS 
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